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After an absence of some time, I’m delighted to return to Fandom and find the 
fanzines bursting with talk of rock music, the Generation Gap, and the whole 
res't of the youth scene. Not that what’s being said is so heavy (I have yet
to see a comment on rock in a fanzine that could be called anything more flat
tering than "uninformed"), but I see the whole involvement thing as the first
step toward the evolution of fandom's new role in society, which I think xs'ill
be one of some importance (I’ve been feeling quite the visionary lately, but 
more about my ..ntuitive faculty some other time)o However, I've written of 
this elsexvhere.

I'm here to talk about rock criticism. After reading several new fanzines, I 
recently spent the better part of a day in a meditation about this subject* 
and emerged with some ideas and a theory that is cert in to leave almost 
everyone who rcaas this thoroughly baffled. I think it's a beaut, tio, and I'm 
sure it'll be appreciated someday (if I manage to com unicate it at all).

Thinking about my theory I realize that it is based on a number of premises 
that I'm going to have to give you as assumptions, tho they represent to me 
truth, as experienced and learned and cherished over the years. Can these 
things be com unicated? Can I do it? I care enough that I must try. Can 
you accept that man can be said to have four bodies, the physical, emotional, 
mental or intellectual, and the intuitive, composed <~f progressively finer 
states of matter (energy)? (Not to forget the sexual body, but it's a paral
lel system.) Do you know that the higher bodies, which exist as fields of 
high-frequency energy, hardly ever function (because, shit, you don't even 
know about them) but can be awakened in special states of consciousness when 
there is energy available that can harmonize with their own high-frequency vi
bratory rates? Do you believe that within the range of the electric instru
ments used by rock groups lie energies that can do these things, and more?

You probably don't but you don't understand rock music either, or why it has 
some of the effects on its listeners that it has, and you want to have an open 
mind, don’t you? It might just be so; stranger things have happened.

A person sitting down to write about rock mus has only his experinnces and 
whatever generalizations he’s been able to draw from them to work with. There 
are many degrees to which rock music can be understood, it depends on how much 
time you want to devote to it. I propose that there are four levels on which 
a person can be involved with rock music, these being analogous to the four 
bodies mentioned above. This brings in another truth (pardon me, 'assumption’) 
that rock music, in a McLuhanistic sense, is a medium that affects human be
ings on all levels of their existence, more so than anyoother musical medium 
yet discovered, because of the vast amounts of energy involved.

Let us start with the first level and proceed to develop the analogy. Since 
music reaches us intthe form of pure energy, it is first encountered by that 
part of us closest to the energy form, the intuitive body. A person experienc
ing rock mus c with his intuitive body alone has such a superficial understand
ing that he couldn't even begin to write about it. He has vague notions about 
what he "likes" and "doesn't like", and occasionally some catchy will "grab" 
him, but he couldn't tell you why (almost certainly some kind of chance har
monizing on the intuitive plane). You see such kids on the Dick Clark Show, 
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where they are asked to evaluate new single releases (and you can be sure that 
radio station program directors watch this part of the show very carefully). 
They spin some wretched side, and then Dick says, "What did you think of it 
Tommy?" And Tommy mumbles something, and smirks at the camera or his girl-’ 
friend, and says "Uh, I'll give it a 75." Dick writes "75" in the left column 
on the blackboard and syas, "OK, tell us Why you liked it." And then Tommy, 
exactly like thousands of teenagers before him (Good Lord, do you supnose 
there's a script?) says, "Uh, well, It's got a good beat ...." And you can 
almost see the high school gym where some middle-aged P.E. instructor taught 
his calss how to Jitterbug to a solid 4/4 ...

but of course there's more. If you are interested
some intelligence, it doesn't require too much lis-

We all had to start there, 
in rock and roll, and have 
tening before the intellectual faculties can be brought into use. On this 
level is a very broad scale of understanding, which encompasses almost every- 
on currently writing about rock music. The state of rock criticism in fanzines 
seems to lie at the bottom of this spectrum. Your typical fannish reviewer, 
to begin with, likes everything. Hention Janis Joplin, and he'll gladly rave 
for three pages. There are the beginnings of pattern-recogniton in some 
fannish pieces, but I have yet to see anyting profound of this nature. I will 
say that there are a great many current fanzines I haven't seen and there may 
certainly be fannihs writers who are very accomplished rock critics indeed b 
but I haven't heard of them, and if they really do know something, I wonder 
why they aren't writing for any of the "underground" publications such as 
Rolling Stone, which pay for their material.

Anyway, leaving fandom, we find a group of writers whose work appears in just 
about every publication in the land, from the Berkeley Barb to Ladies Home 
Journal. . These people have done quite a bit of listening, know who most of 
the musicians are and what they're doing, and they may even know a little about 
the roots oi the music, For example, if such a person were reviewing a new 
Cream album, he could tell you that "Crossroads" was written by Robert Johnson, 
one of the most influential bluesmen ot the twenties and thirties, and that 

elapton had rscorded the son8 previously with his group The Powerhouse, 
And he ould tell you that the album is fantastic and it’s a shame Cream's 
breaking up.

At the top of this spectrum are the few writers who have a through intellectu
al knowledge of popular music and are able to shed much light on any subject 
they dwell upon. They are probably familiar with every recorded version of 
any song you could name, they have respectable collections and often give 
sources including record numbers, and they can perceive all sorts of subtle 
pattersns running through the living tapestry that is popular music. There ' 
aren't too many people who have achieved such familiarity with rock and roll 
and almost all of them write for Rolling Stone. Critics such as Barret Hansen 
Jon Landau, and Ralph Gleason are fascinating to read, because of their ency
clopedic knowlege of their field, but they have not experienced the most 
profound understanding possible of rock music.

The music that enters your ears, even if you never think about it, deeply af
fects the way you feel, the mods you go thorugh, the texture of the experts 
ences you have, It does so by affecting your emotional body. There are only 
a couple of people around who have so completely integrated rock music into ' 
their emotional lives that they know how it does this, and are able to relax 
and let the energy flow thru them unimpede and thus receive the peak experi
ences that are brought with it, and can then communicate this experience in 
words. Hike Daly has done seme experimentation with literary stylistics in 



order to achieve these effects (using stream of con
sciousness, use oa all capital letters, using record 
trade jargon of the fifties when x-zriting about stars 
of the fifties) with some degree of success, but he’s 
not really into the next level. I would place him 
at the top of the second level.
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One writer who I have only recently begun to appreci
ate has been using words to indicate some of the sub
tle effects rock music has on the emotional body for 
some time. His name is Paul Williams, and I can re
call when I used to criticize him for not talking a
bout the music. He kept talking about what the mu
sic did to his min^ and how it worked, and I see now 
that this is much more meaningful. Incidentally, it 
may be news to some of you that Paul has given up 
Craxtfdaddyt (to Chester Anderson, of all pe&ple) and 
is living in Mendocino, California, out in the coun
try, and putting out a local paper called Friends & 
Neighbors. He has taken the next step-perfectly, 
and it must have been infinitely harder for him,,, 
from where he was, than it is for those of us out 
west here who are doing it. Anything Paul writes 
from now on should be well xrorhh paying attention to.

Paul Williams is experiencing rock and roll on the 
third level, through his intuitive, mental and emo
tional systems, but it seems to me that, in my terms, 
he still has to look at it through the lens of his 
intellect in order to write about, it. There is onO 
more stage, to my knowledge, that has been reached,, 
and one beyond that hasn't.

The understanding of rock music described thus far 
can be achieved by anyone. But the line of direct 
growth stops here. There is nothing the person with 
an intellectual understanding of rock music can do 
to achieve Emotional union with the music, short of 
radically altering his entire life style, nnd he is 
likely to have more difficulty even then than some
one who never used his reasoning faculties with re
gard to rock music.

The very existence of rock music implies a life 
style based on the values and attitudes about life 
expressed by rock music. It is not a thing that has 
to be thought out; it happens automatically, through 
the emotional center, when rock and roll is heard 
over prolonged periods of time, especially in young 
people who probably aren't already heavily committed 
to another life style.

I don’t mean to imply that this is a rare occurrence: 
quite the contrary. Teen egers have been practicing 
this lifestyle for over ten years now, unconsciously, 
until they got old enough to decide to change their 
commitments in favor of a ore socially acceptable, 
and hence more remunerative, life style. Over the 



past couple of years young people have adopted the rock and roll life style, on 
a much vaster scale than ever before, and with some consciousness of what they 
are doing.

Many words have been written about the new youth life style, and they can be 
summed up by saying nobody really knows exactly what’s happening or why. I 
donlt claim that the rock music is the chidf cause, byt I am sure that its 
importance has been greatly underrated. The life style being discussed, which 
aas been called the "hang-loose ethic" among other things, has been well stud
ied and described. It is made up of such factors as mobility, openness to 
change, disregard for traditional authority., a relaxed: and easygoing personal
ity, high sensual/sexual index, and many others. In searching for causes, it 
occurred to me that if rock music makes people feel like living in this way, 
the people making the music have a lot to do with communicating, the emotional 
content. This seems only natural when we remember that the original rock and 
rool musical forms were developed by black musicians, and it is basically the 
black life style that is being communicated to young white people through rock 
music. That white people, always haveing been so uptight, could assimilate 
the black life style in any form is, to me, a minor miracle, and it could only 
have been accomplished through the fantastic energies that are released by am
plified rock music, with an effect something like we night imagine a socio
cultural sledgehammer to have.

To live the rock and roll life style is a pure and beautiful experience. To 
communicate it on paper takes a true artist. I found this out during a season 
when many of my acquaintences were trying to convince me that I had what it 
takes to be a rock critic. I found out that, though I knew I wanted to com- 
muunicatewhen I set out to Trite q piece about music, when I sat down at the 
typewriter my mind s ifted to a highly verbal, literate, intellectual frame
work, which is the only state I’ve ever been able to write in. liy knowledge 
of sone of the t lings rock mus c can do, and how rock criticism could be writ
ten, discouraged me form continuing ny efforts. How t is relates is that it 
taught me just how difficult the art of communicating the insights experienced 
by a person who is experiencing rock and roll on three levels can be.

The average teen ager cruising around in his hot rod with the radio blasting 
is receiving rock and roll'energy through his emotional body, and he is a per
fect example of the existential roctk and roll style. If he were to sit down 
1.0 write something about rock music it would probably be of some interest, 
depending of course on Ikis writing ability. The back cover of the Mothers' 
Ruben and the Jets album is an example of what such a person might write.

He couldn't be a rock critic, however, because it takes a person who conscious
ly understands rock and roll on the intuitional, mental and emotional planes to 
communicate the essence of the rock and roll experience in words that will 
give insight to anyone who reads them. Such a person would be one who had cho
sen rock and roll as the discipline about which he would structure his life 
and his understanding of the universe. This is a very unusual commitment for a 
person to Take, but music is as good a discipline as any other, and its en
lightened masters are as impressive as those of any other. The two prime ex
amples which come to my mind are Frank Zappa and Peter Townshend. For source 
material check the interviews with both in Rolling Stone and Frank's article 
in Life a few months back. These two men seem to understand perfectly every
thing that happens around them and to be able to relate it to rock and roll in 
highly relevant and meaningful terms. It is a shame that they are not rock 
critics.
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There is only one writer I know of who has achieved this level of rock con 
sciousness. He has written a couple of pieces for tolling 3ton<e, but his best 
work has appeared in his weekly column in the San Francisco Express Times. H 
His name is Greil Marcus, and while the Express Times is an excellent paper, I 
wouldn’t buy it except for his column. He did a piece recently comparing San 
Francisco's best All station, KYA, with our "underground" station, KSAN, which 
I think is one of the very finest pieces of rock journalism I’ve ever seen, 
I'm going to quote extensively from that article (I'd like to quote the entire 
thing) because it's such a perfect illustration of the deeper understanding of 
rock and roll I've been speaking of. Not Greil's ability to sense unerringly 
the meaning and relationships of the various elements of rock music:

"BJ Thomas and Jay and the Americans don't belong on KSAN anymore than 
'Desolation Row' belongs on KYA. 'Like a Rolling Stone’ sounds much bet
ter to me on KYA than on KSAN, though. That's because, I think, it's a 
gift —■ it's so fine it's almost too good to be real, there in the midst of 
color tv's and million-dollar jackpots. But there are a lot of color tv's 
and jackpots in 'Like a Rolling Stone.’ Uhat makes it special is that when 
one listens to top 40 radio one gets used to taking his color tv on time, 
an ad for more of that pie in the sky American Dream, ’Like a Rolling Stone' 
is in full color, right there, and you don't have to pay for it at all, 
everybody's credit is good.

"After ten years of listening to KYA, and a year of being glad I didn't 
have to, I began to rediscover 1260 on my radio dial. With so many insipid
ly pretentious few groups, like the Collectors or the Iron Butterfly, hav
ing their day on FM, with Ralp Gleason hailing each new mbmber of his gen
ius of the week club, rambling about the 'new rock poetry,'s I longed for the 
nightly bombing raids of KYA's Russ the Moose....

"If you hated something real bhd, you'd call him up and if the rap was 
laid on with a little finesse, Russ would trot out the bombs over Tokyo 
sound effects and you could hear the record melt and shatter right on the 
air. 'I want that new rock poet shot!’ 'Okay, I think we have a blindfold 
around here somewhere.' And Russ would verbally go through the motions of 
wrapping a clean white handkerchief around the latest Simon and Garfunkel 
hit....

"It was the vitality of it all. The pace 6f the radio kept time With 
American Life. The songs had the same crazy, frantic rhythm: 'Yop're lucky 
if you can find a seat, You're fortunate if you have time to eat.'1 Like a 
green glass ring, not even rhinestone, but it fit on the finger, cheap, 
flashy, shitty, fun, a drag... Every time I hear a moment of silence on KYA 
(always a technical failure) I have the feeling the world has ended. T^ey 
can't afford to ever let up — someone’s attention might wander, someone ; 
might even switch to mother station, missing the commercial... '

"That's why singles have instrumental intro's and long fades at the end, 
in order that the dj can talk over as much of the record as possible, get 
in two or three commercials, the weather, and the time before, out of breath, 
he collapses to wait for the Singing to stop...

"I've even heard commercials in the middle of a guitar solo. Top 40 radio 
is based on that kind of utterly Philistine money grabbing, as opposed to FM 
rock and roll, which is based on cool hip capitalism. 0n KSAN one id forced 
to take Tim Buckley along with Bob Dylan; on Top 40 one endures, if only for 
the few seconds it takes to recognize the offender, the current fraud — 
the lionkees, Question Mark & The liysterians, the Classics IV — in order to 
get Marvin Gaye singing ’I Heard it through the Grapevine or an oldie by 
Gene Pitney.oo

"Top 40 has gifts to bring... A gift on the radio is only something much 
finer than anyone has any right to expect. Driving across Nevada in the 
middle of the night, heading back to where I belonged, my hand spinning the



c.
dial over a dozen dusty shifting beams of sound, out of the Cowsills and 
Washing Machines came Mick Jagger singing ’Goin’ Home,’ shougint over the 
coarse scrub and into my own headlights., Bleven minutes at ninety miles an 
hour through the desert, trying to make it over hundreds of miles before it 
was over, and as the song ended, the station faded out for good.

"Coming into Berkeley at Four o’clock, gald to be in the range of KYA 
again, and over the bridge the radio's playing Country Joe with ’Section 
43.' Driving slowly this time, making it last... On to Ashby off the free
way. The disc jocky begins to talk softly over the last notes: 'There is a 
fire in Berkeley, a fire is burning tonight . Do not drive on Ashby Avenue 
tonight, but if you are there now, go slowly, with this song, until you are 
home.*

"With all the crackling stale ugliness of Top 40 radio, its soft sell and 
its hard sell, the trashy songs and the singing commercials, it's the grace 
of that moment that moves my hand to the dial."

Sorry to have lifted so much from you, Greil, but man, wafc that beautiful! Do 
you see what I mean, people? As far as I'm concerned this is the pinnacle of 
rock criticism. Nobody could understand rock better, and I doubt if anyone 
could put it into words so well.

To complete the analogy, of course, we must consider what effects rock musid 
has on the physical body. There are many, to be sure, too many in fact to dis
cuss here. An article on this subject would have to be pure speculation, since 
only the most rudimentary experimentation has been done by myself or anyone. 
Two pages of abstract theorizing in an area that I doubt that I've eiten estab
lished the validity of, at this point, would throw this whole essay out of bal
ance. It’s irrelevant anyway, because, as I envision it, the extension of the 
consciousness of a rock critic who had reached the third level into his physi
cal existence could only take place through what Gurdjieff calls the "moving 
center," that part of your mind that takes care of your body's common functions 
and reactions without your thinking about it. Such a person would undergo an
other radical change of lifestyle, and would almost certainly be henceforth in
capable of putting himself into the state of mind it takes to write about rock. 
I doubt if he'd feel like writing about anything.

lie would be a being somewhat like the completely realized zen master, whose 
every movement and action is a reflection of divine law. In the same way that 
a musical note can be said to be the "perfect" one to follow another in a pro
gression, his life would like a song by the Stones or the Beatles. There may 
be such people: I doubt ft because rock music hasn't been around long enough 
for anyone to so discipline himself within it. But in any event, if there are 
such people, they represent the ultimate form of the rock critic. You won't 
catch him writing or speaking about music at all, but the simple fact of being 
near him or watching him or touching him is enought to communicate understand
ing of reck music.

Such people will almost certainly begin appearing within a few years, especial
ly as rock music itself becomes a more perfect form of energy exchange (commu- 
ncation), and, if you akk me, the world could only be the better for it.

Can you dig it?

— Greg Shaw
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*a column by JERRY KAUFMAN*

KALLIKANZAROS #6 John Ayotte 
plans to get very tough with 
his printer, and I feel he 
should. The reproduction on 
the electrosencilled illos is 
so poor that a number of them 
verge on th6 invisible. Also, 
the slow haste in which John 
works has marred much of the 
contents through the huge num
ber of typos he makes; they are 
ainnoying in prose and positively 

destructive in poetry. (Best ballup: Jack Gaughan describing the appearance cf 
a wizard; "alligators and owls and frigs and lizards.")
Someone has said that Kal has little editorial personality. Part of this may 
be due to John's refusal to write an editorial of any length. In his editorial 
he refuses to discuss "commercialism vs. art." If he had, he would certainly 
have shown something of himself. Maybe he was just being lazy. (The cover is 
a good indication of one facet of his personality — his off-beat humor.) 
Kal’s reputation as a sercon fanzine is In danger this issue. A comic strip by 
George Foster, a column by Jack Gaughan, a loosely structured (some might say 
unstructured) fanzine column by this reviewer, a column on conventions by Larry 
Smith (which ought to draw comments) and a generally fannish column by an Eng
lishman pen-named Pablo — that's a lot of fannishness for one issue.of Kal. 
iven Angus Taylor’s comparison of rock and stf has some very fannish puns (and 
highly useful also; they mix stf and rock, e.g. "The Terminal Beach Boys"). In 
fact, the most serious part of the megillah is John's editorial, short as it is. 
I think maybe the whole thing slipped quietly from the serious moorings John 
once tied it to, and floated off into the night without his noticing..
As an afterthought, I’ll mention that there is a poetry column, with a new edi
tor, and a letter column, with Terry Jeeves indecently exposing his mind. :!hy 
don't you try your luck at both? You could write Jeevsian poetry for one, and 
explanatory letters for the other.
++John Ayotte, 1121 Pauline Ave., Columbus, Oh. 43224. 60$, 4/$2.25 Usual,
but it says ’fiction (maybe).’

GRAUFALLOON This issue^records, in various ways, the beginnings of the Pitt 
burgh explosion onto the fanzine scene. One review in Linda’s column is of a 
fanzine called Trinity which is published by a Carnegie-Mellon girl (Linda love 
it). Wore indicative is the announcement that this is the last Grannie to have 
Suzie Tompkins as co-editrix. She and Ginjer Buchanan (of "I’ve Had No Sleep 
and I Must Giggle" fame), will be putting out a fanzine of their owh. (If that 
doesn't sound like an explosion, let me say that TJP3FA has started a new club
zine, and that Dena Benaton and Dale Steranka are each starting zines of their

own... I think I have #hl that 
straight. Anyway, that quali
fies as explosion, especially 
for Pittsburgh.
For some reason, both the cov
er and the fold-out (Bill Bow
ers former, Jack Gaughan lat
ter) feature skulls. Fortun
ately, this is only superfi
cial. The impression doesn't 
carry to the contents. Mot 
completely.

*



HoWbver, Piers Anthony’s story should have been buried. Richard Delap’s 
strange opinions of the delightful Anthony Villiers series makes me wonder if 
his mind, wasn’t, momentarily, dead. Bob Tucker & Alex Gilliland both kill me. 
Overall, I get only an impression of confusion of a pleasant sort. The klutzy 
editorials tend to be of the ’short notices' type; they go from one subject to 
another like a personal letter to all the readers, in contrast to the more usu
al mosaic (or montage) type editorial that touches on a large number of sub
jects but give an over-all picture of a general subject. The material itself 
ranges so far and wide in subject matter that it staggers the' brain. This 
isn't unusual, many fanzines attempt it. Few, however, mange to get such good 
examples of every type of material. I'm forced to make a general statement, 
to I'll venture to say that Grannie is in main a humorzine, from the editorial 
tone, and the nice positions Tucker and Gilliland get in the line-up. Further, 
humorous articles are the first things Suzie requests for her new zine. And 
we all know how funny Ginj_r can write.
All bets are off with the next issue. I'm not sure what the changes in Gran
nie will be with the loss of Suzie, but I'm certain it'll be more than just 
the dropping of Suzlecol.
++Linda Dyster, Apt. 103, 4921 Forbes Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa. 15213 50< 3/$l
or the Usual. Linda has moved, but her mail will be forwarded.

CROSSROADS'#! This is a perfect illustration of the personality-zine. Al 
Snider is publishing it because he likes to publish, and he will, he says, 
write most of it because he likes to write.
The zine, dittoed because Al's mimeo is three thousand miles away in Califor
nia, • is simple. The cover is a half-page drawing of a futuristic city that 
somehow seems very peaceful. There is only one illustration wit in. Any 
blank space left for compositional purpose is filled with geometric forms. 
V?he inside back cover is the only false note — it is jumbled, confusing and 
violent in effect.
The contents are apparently all reflections of Al's interests. Although the 
piece by Lord Triffid III doesn't appear to warrant the praise he gives it, 
it is an insight into his tastes, since he mentions that he has been saving it 
for years. The Wonderwall review and the emphasis on conventions (this issue 
has comments by Al on the Dallascon report and a letter from Jim Young of 
Minneapolis in '73; Al requests information and/or com ents from other con 
chairmen or bid chairmen) are indications of the directions Al nay take with 
Crossroads 1
Al and Crossroads! both seem to be without malice, and worth knpwing. Al
though any extended emphasis on conventions is sure to bring discord to Cross
roads, ff last year's battle is any indication, I hope it won't bring any 
malice to Al Snider, and I think that both he and his fanzine will continue 
to be worth knowing.
++A1 Snider, Box 2319, Brown Station, Providence, Rhode Island 02912 (until 
May); 1021~Donna Beth, West Covina, California 91790 (May until August) for 
the usual or stamps. No money.



IF YOU
DON'T LOVE 
COMPUTERS

//..then there really never way anything between us?/^/

Well.folk,,in this installment of my column I intedded 
to exercise my right as a columnist to ramble hither 
and yop on the Big Life Scene and its numerous apects, 
exhibiting and intending absolutely no pattern at all 
in my frothing other than the fact that it’s all hap
pened to me, the common denominator of an otherwise 
irrational fraction^

First I’m going to talk about fandom. (You remember, 
don’t you? It’s how we pass the time between rock 
concerts.)

In its most stringent form, fandom is intended to be 
a trip-out from the Big Wide World Out There. There 
are too many tensions, too many unknowing, uncaring 
people, too much happening all at once. So .one can 
join a slice of humanity small enough that one can * 
know (if not befriend) most of the members, yet large 
enough that the whole thing doesn't become boring, or 
worse, destructive. The escape is not complete, for 
the microcosm depends upon the macrocosm for its physi
cal existence; but it is sufficient to satisfy the need 
for escape.

This is not, of course, the only motive for entering 
fandom and — thank god — it is not the most preval
ent. The motive may be that the person's friends are 
fans already, or a serious interest in science-fiction, 
or an urgt to write or draw for a limited, responsive 
audience or any pumber of others.

But fandom isn't just composed of 'fans’ — narcolep
tic fiends who work eight hours a day only to go home 
and crank a mimeo or pound a typer or chair a con or 
host a party for another six. Fandom is made of people.

Beautiful people. Outgoing, charitable, intelligent, 
witty, fun people. Hung-up people. Selfish, egocen
tric, oversexed, vengeful, self-destructive people.

JIM REUSS



And not many fans can be permanently classified as one or 
the other. It is possible for a fan to switch back and 
forth schizophrenically, with little reason at all that he 
or she could state. But fans in the latter group aie likely 
to act rashly and, when they return to the first group, find 
their fannish (and sometimes macrocosmic) lives ruined 
along with the lives of their closest friends. Then what 
they do, when there are too many tensions, too many unknow
ing, uncaring people, too much happening all at once?

They escape. From fandom. Back to the macrocosm sometimes; 
other times, simply living inbetween and friendless.

They gafiate.

By now the paradox should be evident. Why ’escape’ only to 
’escape’ again, back to the original starting point? The 
gafiation is simply a pantomine of the original escape to 
fandom, but it is, perhaps, as real an escape as satis
fying an escape —- as the hung-up fan's original.

And that is all I really wanted to say about fandom. Except 
to remind the gentle reader once again of this fact: there 
are people behind the paper masks of fandom. No matter how 
frothy-nice the faanishness you read in fanzines sounds, 
there are people behind the paper masks.

Second I’d like to go over my recent reading and try to say 
something meaningful about if.

I am a fairly avid reader of the current experimental sciendf 
fiction writing more conveniently referred to by its Ellison- 
rejected title, the New Wave. After a year or two of con- 
suing and generally appreciating the sometimes-gutsy, some
times defeatist moods of these workd, I had a very revealing 
experience which told me something about the New Wave and 
what it often fails to portray.

The experience was The Goblin Reservation, by Clifford D. 
Simak. It combines some of Simak’s favorite subjects — 
time travel, goblins and other ’little people', pets, and 
a completely alien ancient culture — with just the right 
mood of humor to make very enjoyable reading. But the most 
impressive thing about The Goblin Reservation was the beputy 
Simak was able to portray in the ’simple' things of life: 
the beauty of old frieddships,and new ones, of old familiar 
knowledge and new things to learn, of nature and simply 
being alive and aware of ond ”s surroundings.

I suspect many writers of the new ken would dondemn this 
almost neo-romantic, idyllic view of life as being ill- 
suited to the pressingaproblems of modern society. Why? 
Because they often see no room for beauty at al1 in the face 
of the prevalent ugliness of life. And so there is very 
little beauty in most New Wave work.

This is not to say that the majority of this writing is not 
skillful and emotionally powerful — it is. I simply say



that much of the modern writing (and this includes main
stream work) is too busy kicking its reader in the groin 
to get his attention because it feels nothing else will 
work.

And of course it is dangerous to speak in generic terms 
at all. There are modern writers capable of portraying 
beauty which is just as powerful as ugliness. But be
cause I still haven’t read enough material by all of 
the new writers, I wondt start classifying which authors 
have attempted to portary beauty as seriously as the 
Grim Facts. But onward...

Having missed Stand on Zanzibar the first time it ap
peared, I can only say that The Jagged Orbit is probab
ly John Brunner's major work to date. A fat volume 
as science fiction goes (397 pages), the novel is divi
ded into one hundred chapters ranging in length from one 
syllable to a dozen pages. The result is a fast-moving 
epic which flashes back and forth in the apartheid, drug- 
dominated, mercenary Earth of 2014, following the lives 
of (count 'em) thirteen major characters as they realize 
the mess their world is really in.

More Ace Science Fiction Specials of this quality will be 
a weldome addition to my paperback bookshelf.

And now, for something in the jogular vein, we come to 
the blazing question of my humanity, or lack of it. 
There certainly must be some doubt in the minds of the 
gentle fan and femmefan readers who have never met me 
personally as to whether I am a human being or a compu
ter programmed by an extremely talented (and sick) inmate 
at the Missouri Institute of Psychiatry (whence I hail 
during the summer months).

Hell,you certainly are not alone in your doubts, gentle 
readers. O^ly last Saturday, a prominent St. Louis fan
zine publisher, known and loved by us all, came right out 
in the open and said it — "Jim Reuss, are you human?!" 
And he's known me for a couple of years! And the quesJ* 
tion was serious! Really!

How can I answer a question like that, anyway! If I 
were a solipsist, why then sure — I'in human and the 
rest of you are a bad dream (or a good dream as the op
portunity presents itself). But no, granted your human
ity, we'll have to wait and see about mine ...

I've got a reasonable facsimile of a human body —- is 
that what you meant? All the equipment was in working 
order last time I checked. Ah, you must refer to the hu
man essence —• do I have human emotions?

31'*11 prove to you I'm human if you help me prove it to 
mysfelf »■

How's that for an answer?



Come to the St.Louiscon and debate the matter vith me. For 
now we'll leave the matter hanging in the air, along with a 
lot of smog, several airplanes, more young people thati the 
older generation would care to admit, a pair of Mariner 
spacecraft, and a couple billion cubic light years of nothing 
better known as the Starry Void.

Fourth thing on the agenda is a note hbout fanzines. I don't 
interid to mention any titles or review any zines; I just 
want to comment upon the general appearance of the issues 
I’ve received in the last few weeks.

Most of the zines I ”m thinking about have been around for 
about a year. The repro problems they’ve run into along the 
way have been ironed out; the material is decent — both 
writing and artwork. What they lack, though, are editors.

Layout is not leaving two to four inches blank at the top 
of the stencil and plonking down some lettering ! The re
sult, when applied to an entire zine, is neat but uninspired 
and unspectacular. And if you’re really ambitious you have 
to be inspired, you have to be spectacular. You've got to 
sit down with the written material and work out the way the 
text should apoear on the page. Each contribution is a dif
ferent length, typed with a different machine, on a different 
subject. Yet the resulting layout should remove these dif
ferences to a certain extent so that each feature ends, not 
halfway down the next stencil but at the end of the stencil 
— or halfway down but with a pre-determined, appropriate 
illustration.

So I would ask that faneds do more justice to the material 
they print.

Last of all, 
it is time for a little story ...

We've had a cold, dry winter in the Midwest, save for a few 
unpredicted snowfalls. Several times during January and 
February, despite the fact that its rays fell oblique and 
were thus weakened, the sun burned through the cloudy at
mosphere, warming the land to ppringtime temperatures.

It was on a day such as that when the fire happened. A 
burning trash pile, left untended, ignited several acres of 
tinder-like grassland south and west of my home. Fortunate
ly, the conflagration was stopped before it could spread to 
any buildings of other property, but sufficient damage was 
done. The thick green turf, moist with dew from summer 
mornings past, that I remembered was gone,, destroyed, 
turned to black and acrid ash. It made me sad.

Weeks passed. Months passed. I became involved in several 
time-consuming projects which occupied my mind and severely 
cut short my leisure timeP I forgot the fire, forgot the 
lawn, perhaps ... forgot how to live.



Then, in the latter days of March — the first days of 
spring — a point liras reached. Call it the saturation 
point. The scholarly books, the pages of cramped e
lite typewriting, the long hours of reading at night 
under harsh white artificial lamps, the pills and 
drinks and stimuli necessary to turn Intellectual 
Concentration on and off like the blasting radio I 
used to isolated myself from the small soft sounds of 
the world outside — they all became tather humorously 
s ad .

I grabbed a jacket, walked from my study and the now
meaningless work it contained, walked from my house 
and wandered in the late-afternoon warmth, whose winds 
were slowly turning cool with the approach of night. 
I looked upon the land ... and something happened — 
what can best be described as an upheaval of the old 
roads of thought.

You see, the scorched terrain which I thought would be 
barren for several springs was colored with the bright 
green of grass, I had misinterpreted the nature of the 
fire: It had burned only last year’s dying growth, 
leaving the seeds of future life untouched for the gen
tle rain and sun to beckon forth.

I felt better for no particular reason, except that 
(like any good allegory) this one was applicable to a 
number of situations ...

Peace is a way of life.

-- Jim Reuss

IF YOU
MW
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Culture In St.Louis

By Jim Schumacher

We arrived at Graham Chapel scarcely ten minutes after the scheduled start of 
the address, but met an overflowing crowd at the door, and it took us a good 
time to edge, worm and elbow our way into it. At the far end of the hall 
upon a podium, less than imposing at such a disteice, stood Tom Hcgden. He is 
not a practiced or even very eloquent speaker, yet he handled his subject 
matter confidently and with intelligence, and makes his points well. In the 
part of his lecture I heard, for instance, he talked a.bout the two kinds of 
student power: the first, which never goes beyond asking for and receiving 
more comforts for the student but very little in the way of anything new or 
reformative; and the truly revolutionary student power which, he stated, ex
emplified best Columbia, and San Francisco State. In each of these places the 
striking students had an extremely wide base of support, and gained rather 
than lost defenders as protests continued; each demanded specific goals not 
only for themselves but for those of lower socioecnomic standing as well. 
(The people of Harlem at Columbia and the black and third world people of 
California at SF state.) Moreover, he pointed out, the student strikes at 
SF state, which are continuing to be very effective and have the college 
"sewed up,” have been accompanied day strikes at other California universities 
of the American Federation of Teachers, and least-publicized yet perhaps 
most important, a strike among the laborers in Richmond, a nearby industrial 
city. These laborers, who are employed by Standard Oil several months ago 
would probably have beat up "hippes,” but they are now asking the students 
to come picket with them. Thus the black and third-world students have re
introduced the extraordinary power of strikes all over again to the workers..

Indeed, this revolutionary student power is so strong, Hayden continued, that 
big business is now trying its hardest to attract ’’young men with new ideas" 
to its folds; Hayden pointed as an example to the magazine Careers Today 
— with their carefully planned insistence on "change from the inside" — 
which, as a representative of the new tactic business is trying to present 
to today's youth "The psychedelic businessman," who goes so far as to say 
"we agree with your ideas, but as to your methods. . ."He spoke of the 
student class as being the most "comfortably oppressed" class in the world 
— an idea which seems at first contradictory, but is obviously not in the 
one-dimensional world of American society; how hard it is for the average, 
middle class student to risk privileges and comforts, both at the present 
time and in his later life to accomplish revolutionary change, and how more 
and more of those who did take that risk are finding that they can no longer 
turn back — and so, in true revolution, must look only forward. Combining 
it all ironically in the statements of Hubert Humphrey and Ronald Reagan, 
Hayden said that the US failed to "Bring the Great Society to. Asia," but in
stead "brought Vietnam home." Hayden closed by saying that the Movement of- 
the 70’s wouldihake the present Movement seem "a tea party," and that the 
Movement is now self-perpetuating, and can only continue to grow.
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I*i-Feel-Like-I 'ni-Fixin ’ -to-Write
Lesleigh

There should have been a ban on science fiction and fantasy movies in 1968 afte: 
the release of 2001. That way one could give 2001 the Hugo it so justly de
serves without feeling bad about the movies that were slighted. But, as it 
was, there were several movies that irame out in 1968 which might in other years 
have been under serious consideration for a Hugo.

Planet of the Apes, despite the many complaints about it, was a fair represen
tation of a science fiction work. The script and acting, while not great, were 
certainly much better than most of the things which have been labelled science 
fiction mn the past. And, from a technical point of view, it was a well-male 
movie.

Rosemary's Baby is perhaps not the sort of thing which would come to mind imme
diately when thinking of Hugo contenders, but it was a fantasy (and fantasies 
certainly shouldn't be excluded from consideration). It was awell-made movie 
from a well-written book. Roman Polanski is certainly a very good director, 
and the movie did deserve the acclaim it got.

A movie which a few people have thought highly enough of to nominate 2s Yellow 
Submarine. It might be difficult for some people to seriously consider an 
animated fantasy as a Hugo-contender, but think such thoughts are justifiable 
I personally enjoyed the movie a great deal. It — and 2001 — are the only 
movies I have seen more than once at a theater, and I certainly wouldn't mind 
seeing either one again. Yellow Submarine was an incredibly imaginative pro
duction, and I think that fans, of all people should be able to appreciate 
that quality.

Charly is a movie which in other years would certainly have been a Hugo winner. 
It is, of course, the cinematic production of Flowers for Algernon. Cliff 
Robertson, with whom I had been previously unimpressed does a fine jo& as Charlj 
a part which got him, remarkably, an Academy Award. I have heard that Robert
son himself bought the right to the movie, and spent quite a while observing
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retardates in order to play the role! so, the work was certainly worth it. 
I think his performance as the retarded Charly could be compared with Patty 
Luke's performance as Helen Keller in The Miracle worker. /md Hotrerfcson was 
also good as the intellectual Charly, He exhibited a marked difference, not 
only in behavior, but also in facial expression, movements, and even voice 
after the operation. 1his made both characterizations more believable.

The movie did have faults, perhaps the biggesit one being that it wasn't near
ly long enough to do justice to the book. What 1 found most lacking was the 
dwelling on his dwindling intelligence which was so effective in the. book. 
I've heard that the director did shoot some film dealing with this but later 
decided not to include it because it was 'too frightening'.

Another fault, perhaps, was a lack of characterizzEtion in the instance of the 
supporting actors. 1'his was probably due to the shortness of the movie aid 
the emphasis on Charly himself. But I did miss the development of the other 
characters which I enjoyed in the book — though I suppose Algernon was prac
tically the same. One thing I thought fairly good was making the two scientists 
of the opposite sex, I did find one of them a bit feminine in his attitude 
toward people in the book, and their sexual polarity in the movie made it eas
ier to understand their disagreements over the experiment.

The other day Hank found an announcement of some experimental movies to be sfown 
that weekend. Both of us got fairly excited over the announcement, as one of 
the movies was to be Ed Emshwiller's Relativity, which I have wanted to see for 
quite a while. So we went to see the movies',

-he movies shown first were rather good. One I found interesting was an exper
imental movie, Meshes of the Afternoon, made in 1943. I found that date hard 
to believe when the first seene showed a gill in sandals and wide-leg pants, 
but then I noticed that she was wearing; ned nail oblish, a dead-give- away.
The movie itself was well done. It involved the aformentioned girl's fascin
ation with a butcher knife and a mysterious figure. It is a very bizarre and 
frightening picture of a suicide.

Another movie was a French production, The Biood of the Beast (No, it wasnt 
a monster movie). This movie concerned slaughterhouses and seemed to be an 
educational film, except when snatches of poetry or of unrelated scenery were 
shown. I can't really say that I understood the purpose of the movie. It con
tained a number of horrible seenes of animals beigg murdered and their bodies 
mutilated, yet made a great point of telling human things about the people who 
did it.. Perhaps it was all meant to say, 'see what horrible things man can do 
ijo animals without even thinking about it, simply because it is a job.'

Relativity was not quite what I had expected. I did not expect it to be so 
earth bound, feut it was as good as I had heard. The film uses quite a bit of 
experimental technique to examine 'man's place in the universe'. It concentra
ted, I think, on man and his feody, man and his neighbors (human, animal and 
vegetable). I found it a very beautiful movie. If reminded me of 2001 in sev
eral places: dedp breathing was featured on the sound tSack several times, one 
sequence showed groups of lights moving by very quickly, as in the first part< ' 
of the 'light show', and there were shots of computers reminiscent of thoseof 
Hal. Surely Stanley Kubrick saw this movie before he made 2001!

. i S ■

One thing that puzzled me: the fikm featured two main 'characters', a. male 
and a female. I assumed these were Ed and Carol Emshwiller, thinking I had



heard that somewhere, but the 
As Hank later pointed out, Ed 
woman did resemble females in 
were actually the Emshwillers

20 
credits said these were two different peo£>$e. 
Emsh used S'arol as a model many times and the 
his illustrations. Ams anybody know if these 
in the movie.

After discovering that sociology is a rather useless subject, made up half of 
'commone sense' knowledge and hUf of things which would do quite nicely in 
other disciplines (something I'd suspected all along), I've changed my major 
to history.

I'm not sure this choice will stand either, as I find that I like anthropology 
more and more. Actually, all of these are relatively 'useless' as far as de
termining exactly what kind of work you can do once you graduate in that field. 
They are the kind of things which would give you a college degree to show to a 
prospective employer, but the fields themselves wouldn't be of much use to you 
unless you'd done graduate-work in them. Actually, I don't care. History and 
anthropology are the things I'm most interested in. I don't look en college 
as a way to fet better job; right now I have no ideas about jobs, careers, sal
ary I'd like to earn, or anything like that. College is a place to learn 
about things I'd like to know more about and discover things I know nothing 
about now.

Actually, that's what I wmsh it was. I am rapidly becoming more and more dis- 
nouraged with schooito. First, this place, and I assume all others, is full of 
people who are here to kepp out of the draft, find a husband, get away from 
home, increase their earning power, waste some time they have nothing better 
to do with, participate in sports and social life, make useful contacts, or 
any reason besides to learn. And the administration and faculty aren't here 
to educate. 'They're here to earn money, do research, coach teams, anything 
besides to teach.

It's really rather strange; I put up with an incredible number of rules and 
restrictions in high school, and it never bothered me, but now I feel restric
ted wheh the administration passes any annescessary rules on me. £ want" to 
be able to run my life; I certainly think I'm capable of it, or at least 5 
don't want any help from the University Administration. It's gotten to the 
point where each day I become more and more irritated by'jtjhis school. I keep 
hoping maybd other places are better, and have already planned to transfer 
somewhere after next year, but I'm afraid anyplace I go will be basically the 
same. I suppose I could put up with it for four years, if I thought there 

don't feel like I'm getting enough learning out of 
school to justify my putting up with the other 
irritations. Ifc is really a bad scene. And the 
terrible thing is that college could be a good 
scene if only the people who cared about learn
ing and teaching were there, if the administration 
was nothing more than paper pushers, if the soci
ety didn't demand that everyone go to college. 
I jaat wonder if people will ever realize that 
the colleges are nothing more than institutions, 
like churches and companies, and that they really 
add nothing to the country in their present 
state, they simply act t6 preserve the present 
status quo. It's really a shame.

was any reason too, but I



Surprisingly, I haven't attended any conUrts since the last Quark, except for 
hearing some local bands play a few times. Actually, there have been lots 
of concerts in St. Louis in the past months, but they have all been either of 
■people I didn't want to see or had already seen, or they were at times when 
1 absolutely could not get to theip. It is a bit discouraging to get a St. 
Louis paper and see ads for three or four concerts you might like to attend 
and realize that they all are at times when you can't possibly be in town.

And what, you may wonder, Have 1 been doing. Homework, mainly, working at my 
job, and what is typically known among students as 'fooling around' meaning 
doing all sorts of useless little things which take up time simply to rest from 
doing all the things you have to do.

And I have read a fev/ books; that it books which were unrequired for alase. 
One book that I thought was very good was Omnivore by Piers Anthony. The 
book explored the idea of a planbt where the life was evolved from fungi, or 
the 'third kingdom'. Nov/ this is a very interesting concept, but I'm sure we 
have all read some books that explored similar concepts. One thing Mr. Anthony 
did though was to explore this from a philosophical viewpoint; that is, onlv 
the life on this other planet was justifiable, because fungus is ia very vital 
life form, it allows all the other.forms to exist, it giizes more to life than 
it takes. This aspect Mr Anthony explained in a rather lectury portion of the 
book, however the idea was fascinating. Another idea explored in the book 
is that of life and death. Of the three main characters; one was a vegetarian, 
one was a carnivore and one was an omnivore. This last charactd^ was shown 
to feel guilty because she had not chosen either philosophy. The begetarian 
had an interesting rational, that is, no man has the right to kill anything, 
yet he engaged in violence quite readily in a fighting match, which later 
tunned out to be a comendable social event. And the solution of the book 
came when one character realized that he would have to kill one of the new 
beings to win their respect. I think the author is trying to find some com
promise between these two ideas. Death is good in its way, through death and 
violence gomes life and the good things of life. But death cannot be treated 
lightly. Ond should always be aware of its importance. The animals that were 
used for food in the book were raised in pens too small to allow them to move, 
and were slaughtered as soon as possible. This is unimportant death, and man 
has no right to kill anything unimportantly.

I'd like to say a little about the Ace Science Fiction Specials. I have read 
several of them and enjoyed every one. And a considerable number of them 
seem to be of Hugo quality. I think Ace is doing a very good thing in this, 
and I've told some sf readers that I know that if they are looking for a good 
book, they shouM get an Ace special.

Perhaps the most enjoyable books I've read recently from a purely entertainment 
view, are the Anthony Villiers series by Alexei Panshin. I think Alexei has 
created a world (or should I say universe) and some characters which are worth 
many, many bookd. Certainly Villiers is an extremely enjoyable character, 
and the T'd like to see more of the universe the author has created for him. 
I did enjoy the great attention to details of the worlds in the books. I was 
glad to see that long hair is the fashion in this universe, at least among 
the rich, and I think that this is the first time I have ever found an author 
to invent an entirely new piece of clothing, as Alexei has done. TLking about 
women's clothes and their unreachable fastenings, only men would think' of some
thing like an utterly useless drapeau which one cam.ot put on by themselves.



Crcath Thorne

The first installment of a column is often 
the most difficult to write; the columnist 
usually is starting cold, not quite, sure cd 
his audience, the fanzine the column will 
appear in, or, perhaps riiost important of 
all, what he himself will actually say once 
he sits down to a typewriter and lets the 
creative act begin. I find myself in such 

situation now, and the solution to the 
problem that I've come up with is to choose 
as a subject this first time around a trad
itional subject -- one that occurs through
out fanzines time and again as a perennial 
theme. The danger inherent in the approach 
ia, of course, that in choosing a tradition
al subject as a type of ballast I may also 
bore my audidnee into insensibility.

Still, there are dangers inherent in almost 
any type of writing; and the main purpose 
of this introductory caveat is, after all, 
not so much a warning as an attempt to 
bring the readers of this fanzine to an 
awareness of what I'm going to try to do.
I call my topic (perhaps somewhat poppoushy) 
"The Discovery of Science Fiction", and 
I'm going to approach it from a purely per
sonal viewpoint. That is, I'm going to 
talk abollt how I came to be so infatuated 
with science fiction in my early youth.

So, to begin; Just as science fiction 
developed out of fantasy, so for the indi
vidual reader fantasy usually appears first 
in his reading experience. In my case, 
there was a time in my early childhood 
when my experience of the world was so lim
ited that almost any story my parents thld 
me had the characteristics of fantasy. 
As I grew older, the idea of fantasy be
gan to take on a more definite form, as I 
associated it with ideas of brownies, fair
ies, dragons, fabulous monsters, and all 
the other elements of the traditional 
stories told to shildren. Thus, long be
fore I began to read I had a definite back
ground in the mysterious and fantastic whicl
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I'believed in. The only deleterious effect of this background that I can remem
ber now is that I was deathly afraid of the dark through much of my childhood 
-- but this was a small price to pay for the wonders of the imagination.

When I began to read my books were first limited to the "Dick and Jane" series; 
but I had an able teacher and a great interest in the art, so that at the age of 
eight I was able, with the aid of my mother:, to read my ffrst work of science 
fiction: the third section of Swift's Gulliver's Travels: "A Voyage to 
Laputa." Gulliver's Travels is not usually considered science fiction, and 
most of it is fantasy, written with a strong satiric purpose in mind, But in 
"A Voyage to Laputa" a marvelous invention appears: a- floating island in the 
air. .This was miraculous enough when I first read about it; but as I read on 
I discovered that Swift told how the floating island in the air worked. It 
was this one aspect that thrilled me as no book had ever done before. For 
the first time, to my sense of the miraculous was added a sense of the possible 
In that one moment, I realized the same motive that must drive scientists and 
engineers today: a sense of the attainable execution of the dreams of the 
imagination. .Jell, Swift's island worked by magnets, and as things turned 
out it wouldn't have wofcked. But I didn't know that and for many months after
wards I spent my time planning how someday I would build the island that Swift 
described.

The sende of wonder, after all, is what the experience was really albl about. 
I didn't understand how the island floated, but that wasn't essential to what 
I got from the book. What I did receive was that sense of vender at the pos
sibility of things in this world. Suddenly, the world wasn't the same any 
more; just as at one time, I had known that there were dragons in the woods 
behind my house, now I kndw that one day a floating island wou31d appear above 
my house.

When I reached the age of nine I was given a library card by my parents and 
for the next six years did little but constantly read library books at the • 
rate of at least one per day and often more. And a large percentage of those 
books was science fiction. Some offered little literary merit; but nany were 
written by good, competent authors; and above all, over-riding the particular 
merits of any author, was that vision of the possible that controlled my mind. 
Here, I was convinced, was the real world, the world of the future, and I was 
part of it. I felt superior to my classmated and other people who did not 
experience what I did. I was involved in an enormous quest for the future; 
a quest that led my beyond the limits of known science;, a quest that took me 
to the planets of the solar system and then beyond to the galaxies and the 
universe.

When I was thirteen years old some visiting relatives left behind ten copies 
of Astounding Science Fiction. The minute I opened their pages f entered a 
new phase of excitement in science fiction. My excitement came not so much 
from the stories themselves, which were relAtitely adult and sophisticated 
dompaaed to the books -J had obtained froig the children's library. My excite
ment came rather from two sources. Fiasst, through ib.he existence of the letters 
column and the books column of the magazine I realized a wondrous thing; there 
were other people who liked science fiction and who talked about it. I reali
zed that the people who wrote in to the magazine were doing something which 
I had never done before: vocalizing their feelings and emotions about the 
stories. I recognized an affinity with them; I wanted to do the same thing.
I realized thousands of things within me that I wanted to pour out about 



science fiction. Second, I realized that for the first time I had asience 
fiction that was my own, my possession. I could stack the magazines care
fully, read them time and time again — I didn't hatfe to return them to the 
library. Here, again very suddenly, I realized a tremendous desire to own 
and possess as much science fiction as could. I wanted to assune that my 
experiences would always live with me. It was here that my desire to collect 
began. I knew that Astounding Science Fiction could be bought on the news
stands, and once I went to the stands 1 saw other science fiction magazines. 
I beg^sn to save my money and purchase all the magazines I could. At first, 
I would carefully deliberate bdfore deciding rfrhat current issue my carefully- 
saved fifty cents would purchase; but as the months and months went on I 
grew-.'more and more desiring of magazines and paperback books until efery week 
I was purchasing at the very limit of my abilities the items I found ofi the 
stands.

And that, friends, was the beginning of the end, because in those magazines 
were ads for fanzines, and once I contacted the world of fandom I began to 
lose interest in science fiction. So here it is — one person's story. Is 
it typical or not? I really don't know, and I'd be interested in finding out.

- Creath Thorne

^jic**^:*^*********** J*:******#******* ****

if you want to live 
you must suffer 
suffer for love 
suffer for life 

suffer for everything
and anything 
work for it 
live for it 

beliefe in it 
die for it 

do what you must 
suffer what you must 

but remember
if you do not suffer 
if you do not work 
you will not get 

what you truly desire 
that is the price you pay

m. couch



imperator!
god-demon of silver, 
despot of the dark spaces, 
the orbs revolve with they permission 
the sun is under thy. domain! 
let the flesh-clad creatures 
beware thy efficacy, 
and scurry into shelter
from thp hellish puissant beams! 
anarchist supreme!
raise a mighty shout of destruction, 
which even in the airless voids 
will esho hence from feher to star! 
prowl the jungles of the sky, 
revel in a wake of carnage, 
the music of the spheres disrupt 
with engines rending fiber of space*SHAKE HEACEN AND EARTH I/IWH MATCHLESS STRENGTH!IMPERATOR!

Jim Reuss



DR. BYRDS & MR. HYDE (Columbia Records) 
Roger McGuinn & Co.

STROBE

RECORD

REVIEWS

It certainly won’t supriso anyono to find 
out that the most rocont Byrd album has a 
distinct country & Western flavor. A great 
deal of the California music scene is be
coming or drienterfedin that direction, and The 
Byrds have been loaders. They dared to re
lease Sweetheart of the Rodeo (which I re
viewed ' ' ' last issue), an out and o$t
C&W album, while the rest of the industry 
was only to 
to admit a 
performers, 
admit their

the point where they were willing 
certain C&W influence in their

The industiy’s reluctance to 
performers were doing C&W music

was well founded, and my use of the word 
"dared" in relation to Tho Byrds and Sweet
Heart was an understatement. Therer is a 
great deal of dislike for C&W music felt by 
many rock fans — this is in spite of the 
fact that C&W has always been a very import
ant factor in rock music. It was present 
in early rock, in people like Bill Haley 
and Elvis Presley and Jerry Lee Lewis, in 
oven the very first Byrd album, and important 
to a group like Tho Lovin Spoonful. This dis
liking of C&W is duo mainly to two factors, 
•I think. They are both examined with con-

P siderable insight on Dr. Byrds & Mr. Hyde.
In'Drug Store Truck Driven Man" McGuinn

S' sings about a C&W radio dj ■■■ "like a father" 
, to him, because ho is tho only guy he can 

hear early in tho morning; The dj is a 
"Drug Store Truck Driven' Man" and also happers 
to be a leader of tho Klu Klux Klan, and 
doesn’t like young folks at all -- McGuinn 
learns all of this from listening to the 
guy’s rjadio show; McGuinn explains that 
he is a rock and roll musician, and he can’t 
understand why his favorite early morning 
C&W dj doesn’t like him at all. Actually, 
he probably understands quite well, and he 
also understands why that dj wouldn’t like 
the millions of other young liberal or rad
ical rock fans, and why those rock fans 
wouldn’t like him. A loader of the Klu Klux 
Klan? This is a generation gap we aren’t go
ing to be ablo to cross. The C&W music is 
still good music, but sometimes the values 
of the music aren’t the values of young rock 
fans — though this certainly isn’t always 
tho case — C&W can bo froo and liberated, 
reflecting a timeless morality as real to 
youth today as it possibly could be. But



too often this isn’t true, and even when it is there is 
still sometimes a gap between people involved with G8=W 
music and the rock audiences.

The second feeason many rock fans don’t like C&W is 
simpler: snobbishness. We are all spinning out on 
our ’’progressive rock” — which is all right, it has 
involved a lot of people in a lot of good music. But 
in this instance it is unfortunate, the situation is 
preventing young people from enjoying a very pleasant 
form of music. "King Apathy III" is McGuinn’s comment 
on this artificial, contrived part of the new music 
scene, he sings of ’’middle class suburban children, 
wearing costumes. . .” McGuinn's answer to all the 
contrived aspects of hipness is . .leaving for 
the country to try and rest my head.” This is a too 
simple answer — C&W certainly isn’t going to cure 
the problems of the world, just as "progressive” rock 
isn’t going to cure any great evils. But hopefully 
people will start to realize that music is music, and 
that C&W music is every bit as valuable a form as any 
other.

Meanwhile — the album has a lot to offer. The wit and 
sympathy of "Drug Store Truck Driven ManJ’the disillusion
ment of ’’King Apathy III,” the best version of "This 
Wheels On Fire” that anyone has done, a wonderful, 
corny ”01d Blue” some delightful country music, and 
a medley leading off with ”My Back Pages.” ’’Child of 
the Universe” is the science-fictiony tune from the 
movie Candy — and I wonder about the story behind 
the tune on this album called’’Candy, ” which seems much 
more related to the film than does ’’Child," and yet 
didn’t apoear in the film.

— Hank Luttrell

THE SOFT MACHINE The Soft Machine (Command/Probe)

The great folk-rock thing has come and gone, for the most part, leaving in its wake 
numerous other musical integrations and amalgamations. The field has seen the 
resurgence of blues, raga rock, acid rock, and many other variations which are too 
numerous to mention or haven’t been around long enough to have a label applied to 
them. Some of the combinations have been successful, some haven’t: The Soft Machine, 
by doing an excellent job of alloying jazz and rock is one of the successes.

One of the interesting things about this album is the lack of emphasis upon the 
the lyrics and the emphasis on the sound of the lyrics. The three members 

of the group use their voices more like musical instruments than methods of verbal 
communication, although ’Why Are We Sleeping?” and "So Boot if At All” are notable 
exceptions to tnat. The content of the lyrics in those two songs are more a point 
of interest than in other numbers. This lack of emphasis is a change from many current 
rock musicians, to whom what is said is almost more important than how it sounds, 
co here the sense of the lyrics, instead of being an active chemical in the musical 
reaction, are simply a catalyst in all cases except the two already mentioned. I 
found myself getting more involved with the way the vocals mixed with the instruments 



titan with the meaning of the words. This in no way detracts, however, and helps 
sake The Soft Machine a pleasantly unique group.

I got the feeling when listening to this that much of it was on the spot studio 
improvisation; It would be quite difficult for many musicians to remember all the 
complicated changes gone through in each number. Excellent use is made here of 
Michael Ra Hedge’s organ talent; this is another trait which gives The Soft Machine 
a distintive sound, a personality. And although much of their music is atonal, it 
10fW'5>licated, intensely structured, and always good to listen to; The listenei’ is 
taken down a lot of funny musical sidestreets, to some strange but interesting 
places.

Detailed descriptions have been purposely left out; the main focus of this album is 
the beauty of the instrumental (plus vocal) passages, and I fear that any micro
scopic examination of those would lose quite a lot in translation. The best way to 
appreciate this record is to hear it, obviously; rock fans wouldn’t be disappointed 
in it and I suspect that jazz fans wouldn't be, either. It’s certainly worth an 
appropriation from your musical budget;

— Mike Montogemery

LED ZEPPELIN lied Zeppelin (Atlantic)

With the same suddenness and intensity of force that characterized the explosion 
of the Hindenburg in 1937 (an event pictured on the front cover of this album). 
Led Zeppelin has emerged as a dynamic force in the world of rock. The degree of 
musical proficiency, originality, and variety of material in Led Zeppelin’s first 
album seem to indicate that this group has an extremely bright future. Led Zeppelin 
is only one small step below some of the most fantastic first releases of this 
decade® (Fresh Cream, Doors. Are Zou Experienced?)

One of the factors that places Led Zeppelin above the plethora of rock groups 
that have recently been formed is the great skill as a guitarist demonstrated by 
Firnry Page. Moody and forceful are the strains which emanate from his sacred guitar,, 
Actually Page has been around the world of British blues for quite a while, He has 
played with Clapton and the Yardbirds and other musicians of that stature. Page 
constitutes the pulsating nucleus which gives Led Zeppelin such appeal to rock and 
blues fiends.

The vocals of Robert Plant are worth taking a look at. While the quality of the 
lyrics is not particularly above average the sound content of them is, A strong 
moaning drone which varies in intensity permeates the cuts on this album. Plant 
tends to use his voice more as a musical instrument than as a vehicle for communic
ation.

This album is steeped in blues. Two of the tightest and most powerful cuts on this 
album are ’’Good Times Bad Times'4 and ”Communication Breakdown-,” They are infinitely 
enhanced by Page’s sensual and driving riffs which complement the softly pleasing 
screeching of Plant, Both of these cuts have been widely exposed on that hallowed 
medium of top forty radio.

1’0 rather haunting ethereal compositions by Led Zeppelin in this album are ’’Dazed 
and Confused” and "How Many More Times." Their ability to carry off relatively 
extended numbers with several changes in mood is fantastic.

Their background in traditional blues is shown by the inclusion of two Willie Dixon



numbers "You Shook Me*’ and !,I Can’t Quit You Baby*” 
Though they do adequate interpretations of his composi
tions their original material is much better*

As is the fad now Led Zeppelin has included a semi
Indian number "Slack Mountain Side" which features 
Viram Jasani on the tablas. Though it is not a part
icularly earthshaking composition it does show that 
Led Zeppelin is trying to work in a framework outside 
the immediate realm of blues.

Led Zeppelin has mixed the emotional melancholic 
sound of the blues with the driving sensual beat cf 
rock in order to form a really refreshing uniquely 
original sound.

— Mike Novak

WONDERIVALL MUSIC George Harrison (Apple)

I suppose it is better not to write a review of a 
soundtrack unless one has seen the movie it was 
written for, but I think I will anyway. I doubt that 
Wonderwall will soon reach Columbia, Missouri.

The cover of the album seems to be an att®pt to ex
plain it. It depicts a staid gentleman, and a scene 
of bathing ladies reminiscent of erotic Indian art 
seperated by a wall which is missing one brick. The 
album itself is a mixture of Eastern and Western music. 
The Eastern music is the real thing, not the rock ad

aptation^ with a large variety of exotic instruments.
I really do not feel competent to say much about this 

part of the album, I enjoyed the music. It seemed to be different from ragas, the 
pieces were much shorter and did not seem to be exeoj^tsi The instruments were more 
varied that I have heard before, and there were many strange and beautiful sounds in 
the music, such as instruments which sounded like an eastern tuned harpsicord, and 
other striking'" sounds. I enjoyed this music for these sounds and because I thought 
it was good musics If Harrison actually wrote these pieces, he has certainly become 
incredibly acquainted with the art form in the past years, ”

The Western music also features a great variety of instruments, from guitar to flugel 
horn and is itself incredibly varied. In the course of the album I heard such music 
forms as honky-tonk, chamber music, progressive rock, electronic music, hollywood 
western, and hollywood movie soundtrack. Each form was interestingly done, and it. 
is intriguing to wonder what kind of movie would require so mary different types of 
music. Wonderwall is enjoyable as a selection of all sorts of interesting music, 
and an indication of Geroge Harrison’s talent.

— Lcsleigh Couch

NASHVILLE SKYLINE Bob Dylan (Columbia)

Bob Dylan’s ’’gone to the country" and this album features Dylan with a group of very 
good Nashville sidemen, and even Johnny Cash on "Girl From The North County," (per
haps starting a relationship similar to t.ho Bylan/Band thinf;.) Anyway, they perform 
well together.
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The most remarkable thing about this album, besides the return to country which was 
forshadowed in parts of John Wesley Harding, is the chage in Dylan’s voice; It is 
deeper, more ’’normal;” perhaps Dylan has finally proven that he iican sing just as 
good as Curuso (he) can hit all the notes.SI It is even difficult to tell that it is 
Dylan., .Actually,-. I sort of miss his unique way of singing and I wonder how on earth 
it is possible for someone to change their voice so much. I wonder why he did it, 
His former voice wo’ild seem to me to be more like regular country performers, but 
perhaps that is just the reason. Dylan has never sounded like ary other performer;

As I have said; this album is country. The background music is very good country; 
though, on soma cuts the music is not straight country, but includes piano and other 
instruments which deepen the sound.. The songs themselves are much better written 
than most typical country songs, though they are concerned with simple subjects 
and use similar language.

One of the most interesting cuts on the album is the Cash-Dylan version of'•Girl from 
North Country.” Actually their voices do not blend terribly well; but it gives one 
something to compare Dylan’s new voice with, and the dual interpretation is interest- 
inge

The only pure instrumental is "Nashville Skyling Rag” a very enjoyable cut. I have 
always rather enjoyed country instrumentals which lacked the irritating voices and 
lyrics, yet displayed the good music which is part of C&W,

When I first heard rumors that Dylan was doing a country album; I expected it to be 
something like ”1*11 Be Your Baby Tonight” on John Wesley Harding, It is not like 
that, nis voice id differentt of course. But the songs -themselves are different, 
more serious, perhaps. The1 voice change may hive-something to do with this, but 
it might -also bd.the result of a more serious attitude toward the music;

Most of the songs are love songs, as are a good many Wtl songs. The writing is better 
than most other C&W, and certainly different from all the rest of Dylan, There is 
no topical comments, no abstract passages; instead the lines were clear and relative,v 
simple (for Dylan).

This album will probably take some getting used to for most Dylan fans. It is cert
ainly different from anything he has done before. Even when he changed from folk to 
rock we still had the same unique voice to help bridge the gap; However, this album 
does prove that Dylan is good in whatever type of music he attempts. Perhaps he will 
do more in the Nashville scene. Perhaps he can even bring about a C&W revolution 
similar to the ones he affected in folk und rock. It will be interesting to see what 
his next album is like; However, I can secretly hope that this is not his final 
resting place.

— Lesleigh Couch



him sung 
magnificatly
my yes o yes marying i 
him o so burgeoning by 
like dewsuns in leaflight 
joys chaiicing in lordlife. 
he javelines his gazing 
on my nilling o amazing;
i am worlded as being, 
‘.his awe-all’s my meing.) 
sacring his graspheart tolls, 
stretchaged his graspheart rolls 
away, away the godding fear, 
with flex unsparing heart’s spear, 
he thronetumbling depotentates 
and unkinging mankindly elevates, 
fillfamining he empty-fingers; 
magnethearted he withrunning lingers 
in the pottering of the israelminded 
as he fatherpromised the abramkinded— 
forevering, forevering, forevering.

Thomas L. McKeown

diggings
An archaeologist 
Lost in a cave 
Found a letter 
Written by Jesus. 
Translation 
From the Aramaic 
Took ten weeks. 
The scholarly world 
Waited breathlessly. 
The letter said — 
Unfortunately — 
Nothing new.
The archaeologist 
Died in obscurity 
Digging assidously 
In the same cave.



ZLV

In case you were wondering, I collate 
the mailing in the order I get your apa- 
sines. The string of 'S' zines was 
purely co-incidenial.

The Stranger j-l Al

The cover was very impressive, as I'm 
sure everyone will tell you. I had to 
guess how it was done to put in the XLV. 
Please tell me if I was wrong. I always 
figure if something looks very good and 
I can't tell what process is used'I ~ 
call it offset and the person involved 
will most likely be pleased if it was 
really mimeo or something.

Your discussion of APA-45 was quite' ivt-
citeful. Go ,d apas are made of enthu

siasm (though perhaps the most enthusiastic people in FAPA are the 68 ar so 
jaitlistersr), and I think we do have a lot of enthusiasm in the apa. I really 
don't quite understand it. When I first got in, the apa was in very bad shape 
and several people, including OE Kusske were almost ready to give up on it. 
But when a few new members got in, people seemed to &et more interested in the 
apa. People started joining and even re-joining, and now we're in incredible 
snare. I think e.ne factor that can't be overlooked is the fact that so many 
members have had personal contact with each other. I consider a number of peo
ple in APA-4p to be among my best friends.

I think Ray Fisher has jipset the offset movement a little by switching to 
(faultless) mimeo. However, I don't think Odd was terribly de-personalized 
before, at least Say's press had a definite personality - it was incredibly 
obstinate. Seriously, I don't quite understand your objections to offset, even 
though I personally prefer mimeo.

Saradaukar Bob

After seeing you, I really don't think you have to worry about being drafted. 
Surely you're underweight. They do have some minimum standards which they 
can't wave, no matter how much 'Uncle Sam wants you.'

I don't think the cigarette companies would mind if marijuana were legalized. 
Cigareete sales are starting to go down, so they just might need a new line. 
Some companies have even copyrighted names like Acupolco Gold and Head for 
future use.

Sandworm zr6 Bob

. ■'.hing that the Ace Specials are about the best thing to come along in quite 
while, Every one that I've read has been a very worthwhile and enjoyable

Look. And I think a number of them are at least worth considering for a Hugo. 
I liked The Pevolving Boy more than you did. Perhaps the premise of the story 
w; :; a bit unbelievable (even to a developed sense of wonder) but I thought the 



book was very enjoyable and well done. Certainly, there were some inconsis
tencies, but I thought the boy's behavior followed well, aud the ending was 
very well done.

Jeff Jones can't draw hands? I've been told that it was feet he couldn't draw 
(a much more easily corrected fault - it's quite easy to draw people so that 
you canlt see their feet).

Regarding Harry Warners letter, practically every apa has some sort of unify
ing membership requirement, if only a desire to be in that apa. Besides 
APA-^5, SFPA has a notable membership requirement and it is at times ■ quite 
successful! Our ’attends to unify the membership more than what is found in other 
apss, and it certainly encourages young fans (generally the most enthusiastic 
king-) to join.

Sanctum //ll Steve

Re Ted Tom's column: I don't thinfe you should snub Butterfield for not being 
' X*O 3.1

— Chicago blues. Butterfield learned his blues from all the people 
you mention, but he certainly interprets them himself. And. Butterfield is 
not solely a blues band. I think the best thing they've ever done is East/ 
West (the cut, not the album) which is not blues, but a reflection of lead 
guitarist Hike Bloomfield’s interest in the Eastern ‘thing. “Besides Butterfield is 

■white, which-makes it-: impossible for;‘him- to be a black performers as are all real 
Chicago bluesmen. '" “
I do read fanzine review columns wherever I find them (that is, if they are 
more than just listings). However, I thought your little discussion of fan
zines was well done and the kind of thing I'd like to see other people try.

-h_uS is a rather strange type of zine, a sort of personality genzine. You call 
— b a letter substitute, but it is much better than other similarly categor
ized zines 1 have seen.

Radiophone Z-5 Steve

• ian_c and I have also been trying to persuade ^-en to try and sell his stuff, 
■‘aybe if everybody in the apa helps us someday we'll see our own Aen Fletcher 
in professional comic work.

I suppose one does feel a little out of place at their first worldcon. Actu
ally Baycon (my third such trip) was the first time that I felt really in.
E it once you oo" some people, preferrably people who give parties, you are in 
good shape.

I'm not a sociology major any more. As a matter of- fact, I'm a history major 
right now, though I'm considering switching to anthropology. I did do a pa
yer for my sociolo.gy class last semester on 1-IoSFA, the sf club here. As far 
your question, none of the St. Louis APA-^ers or even waitlisters smoke a pope, 
or cigarettes.

I am Grude as you are Mike as we are all i® APA-45

- OUr life history of ifan Chapman i- ozn-i n n mo of £> r at-hz c JCn t z' s solo entry in
to APA-45. Only youi-s wps punnier.



It is rather difficult to comment on Grude because most everything you say in 
it is either funny or esoteric. Well, I love Grude a lot, too.

Tally Ho Larry

God, you and Jim Youn£ sound just like we did last year, or even more enthu>- 
siasiic, if that is possible. Bidding is a lot of fun, and a lot of work, and 
I hope all the people in APA-45 currently engaged in it have as much fun as we 
did, I don't quite understand where all these enthusiastic, non-Lgjtablishment 
midwest bidders are coming from. Did we start this? Anyway, have fun guys. 
And hope you make lots of friends without making any enemies in your bid. 

Actually, my mother wrote "Sybil Ann Fann", which is supposedly goin£ to be 
made into a musical for the Phlange by the Pittsburgh peiple.

Back mailings are selling right not, but it is possibld that soon they won't 
be, Those things are very changeable. Of course, as long as we have a wait
list, we can sell extra mailings. Waitlisters are easily intimidated into 
buying them. Actually, I'm not sure that I would want aJbunch of non-apa 
people buying the mailings, Gome people do now, but they are all friends of 
apa members, I just thinkthat a lot of times people write comments for the 
other apa members7which outsiders^ wouldn't understand and would perhaps take 
the wrong way.

Genuine Victorian Wicker Duncle Leigh

I hope you do "get to like Dylan"^ He really is a fantastic and versatile 
artist* A lot of people never get past the ‘hurdle* of his voice, but even 
that is fascinating if you listen t§ it the right way. And he is an incredibly 
good songwriter, even bitter than Paul Simon,

Dick and Jane are the characters in the first reader of every school in Amer
ica, I think, At least that’s the way it used to be, * Dumb-old—Di ck-and—Jan e
as they are fondly called.

In order for there to be an Age of Romanticism, it would 
support e in other words, be commercially successful, I 
is possible in this most cynical of all possible worlds. 
think 'hippy' beliefs are characteristic of Romanticism, 
with, oh, getting out of one's limited 
perspective and seeing the world differ
ently, beliefing in the supernatural pow
ers with which one can commune and which 
vne can use to guide their life, but 
which do not demand anything in return, 
living for now, and other similar things.

have to have popular 
doubt that such a thing 
And I don’t actually
They are connected

US education system (you will probably 
get this from everybddy else too); Grades 
1-8, grade school, (in some places 
grade 7-9 are lumped into one building 
Pnd called junior high), grader 9-12, 
high school, and then college,,



Four-Door Grape #1 Ed

Ah-ha bveryone is telling Ken to turn pro. tome on Ken, we’ee all rootin’ for 
you.

I hope you continue to publish this so we can get to know you. (Allright^ so
I won't give my lecture on personbiiiy zines).

Dimension #10 Jim

I read one Shaver novel, Slaves of the Won., or somesuch. I thought it was 
rather incredible that it appeared in the late 40's, since it featured almost 
undisguised sex and perversions thereof (lesbianism, sadism, which were per
verted because of their horribly unnatural characteristics.)

I used to misplace postmailings all the time, until I became 0E. Now I’m sure
that postmailings are postmailings because I get extea copies and I immedia
tely stick them in my mailing so I won
But I understand your complaint.

t forget to list them in the next ELY.

Actually, I dislike being called Les.

You certainly do take your writing seriously, in the good sense of the vroil. 
You seem to be trying to discover exactly how to write, which is very good.
I think' that unless you are a natural born genius, there are only two approa
ches to commercial writing; either learn the basics of writing very well to 
begin with, or else learn to read the markets very well. Probably the most 
successful writers do both, and certainly everyone who writes must consider 
boun, but I think if you go at it enough from either approach you will even
tually succeed.

i iers jinthony did send us a postcard and asked tis. to stop sending him Quark, 
though I did send him the last one because of my 'review' of The Ring in it.
I think he actually is a nice person, And he certainly is a fine writer. He 
wrote me a very nice letter when I wrote to tell him hot; much I enjoyed Omni
vore. —

On.-'iPA 45 a^esr; Hanjj is 20, I'm 1?, Chris is 16 (jtjhose ages will all change 
this summer), and Jim Reuss is 16 or 17; but the ages of everyone in the apa 
would probably average out to about 20. I think most of the waitlisterss are 
lairly young though. How about everybody telling us the^r’ .. age so we can 
average them?

Dorie #15 Nate

I thought Omnivore was a very good book, but I'll talk about it in my gnatter- 
ings.

You have started an. 'APA-45ers I have met contest' again. All right, I've 
mot 16 members and 5 waitlisters. I'm afraid I won’t Witch Lon. Atkins whohas 
met everyone in SFEA. Peter and Leigh are just too far away.

1 den11 particularly like soul music, perhaps partly because it gets so much 
radio play, and it is incredibly popular in St. Louis among the high school 
people. Any Supremes song, for example, is guar-anteed to be plhyed every hour 
for 5 weeks till one gets absolutely sick of it. I'd have to like st song vorv 



very much not to get sick of it if it makes top 40.

-'.theism and Free Love #18 John

I remeber the Cisco Kid and its fam' us last lines: "Awww, Cisco!"—"Awww 
Pancho!"

36

Now we can count-down with you like we did with Fred, 
the Army • 
will join/gei? drafted until we get you home safe.

to help you get out of 
I hope nobody else

Quite a fex-i people seem to be getting enthusiastic about a best of APA 4-5. '
I'd sort of like to wait for some occasion, like the 25th mailing, to do it, 
if we do it. But the enthusiasm might die down by then. But then again, it 
might take that long to do. I think we shouls begin seriously discussing the 
possibility not/'.

I think part (5f the reason people latch onto something like Star Trek, etc, 
and go overboard with it ife the fact that a lot of people today are insecure 
in this world as it is, and want to get totally involved in another world. I 
suppose that everybody is that way somewhat, that's probably where all our 
art and innovations come from; this is at times a very ugly world, but these 
people chose strange worlds, such 2s Tolkien or Star Trek, to hide in. Some 
such hiding places are just phases. I think Star Trek serves the same purpose 
to a lot of ’’Treckies' that the Beatles did for the ' Beatlemaniacs' ; a sort 
of secure, make-believe world to attaclj. oneself to during the trauma that our 
culutre had made adolescnece into.

A leisurely mailing? Mailings are put out in weekends home from school — wee? 
ends that also,involve the production of Abdiel, Quark and the XLV. And this 
coming mailin .. will be done on a weekend that includes a concert and an OSFA 
meeting.

Pornobike #3 Fred

Ken, the cover is very beautiful. I put it up in 
perhaps I'll have to take it down if we ever have

I don't knov; quite how to take your comments on 
what you want in a mate. Certainly some of them 
are just common sense attributes necessary for 
getting along with anybody you have a great deal 
of close contact with. But some of then sound 
rather like a want id, a rather inadmirable way 
<bb look at females, or anyone, I think. Perhaps 
if you have such a well-defined list of qualifi
cations you should try a matchmaker or a computer 
dating service.

I feel compelled to offer some answer^ to your 
essay. First, the actual militant's behavior is 
certainly not so bad as you have described. 
The only injuries which have been suffered in 
'student disorders' were the result of attacks 
by police or conservative students who joined the 
jgray. The worst that can be said for the student

my room in the dorm, though 
room inspection.
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militants is that they have called 
student strikes, and in some cases 
tried to use their physical pres
ence to ’ • prevent others from 
breaking it (known as picketing 
in the vernacular), they have occu 
pied building, thus trouncing on 
the ’sacred American right' of 
property, and they have indulged 
in some vandalism. This behavior 
is certainly not without para
llel in our histoyr. These are ■ 
the selfsame tactics used by 
unions in their first attempts 
to gain workers' rights. They
obviously worked. And sit-ins, et al. have 
movement, where these tactics too Succeeded.

been adopted from the crivil rights

One. factor to be sonsidered is the peculiar place of the student in our soci
ety. A person of college age that is not a student is considered to be an 
adult, is treated as such by the sodity in all respects (except voting and 
drinking), enjoys all the rights of a US citizen. But a student is hot 
treated as an adult. J-hey are subject to unnecessary and appress ive restric
tions on their private life, such as hours in dorms, or the right of ths shho.ol 
to expel student for "conduct unbecoming a studnet" no matter what the con
duct is (the school reserves the right to pass judgement on what is 'unbecom
ing in wash individual cas£) or where it is perforated. On the other hand, 
students areii't expected to act like adults; panty raids, cruel fraternity 
initiations, dangerous fads and stunt! are all tolerated, as long as such 
actions remain non-political. But let a student dirent any action toward 
ginning recognition of his rights, the rights any other citizen has, and 
the administration will immediately pource on him. It is only when studdnts 
exhibit their power that they gain anything. This power may be effective wfehn 
displayed as a simple preference poll or petition, but these are too often ig
nored by the Administrations, neccessitating more drastic action. And this" 
action is very often effective.

There are some people in this world who believe in violence for violence's 
sake, though I suspect there are as many of these in the military—industrial 
Isastablishment as in the ranks of students and blacks. However, most 
participants in 'violent' actions do so because they are frustrated with what 
they have experienced, and because they beliefe it is the only way to bring 
about change. The wgty to confront these people is with proof that 'legal' 
means are as effective as violence.

I think the increase of leftists fans it to pe expected as leftists increase 
among the dissatisfied young people in the country. You are a bit of a 
rarity, I suspect. I sometimes wonder if you were so conservative before 
you were in the army.

I don's know anything about radicalism among sociologists. Here, the most 
radical department is History (including professors), 1 road in a sociolog
ical essay that students in tin humnanities tend to be more radio! because 
their place is less assured than that of, say an engineer, and hence they 
pla.ce less value on the status quo. But architecture can hardly be constnued 
as a humanity. However, it is becoming to be considered an art by many people 
and I'm sure the same ideas would apply to artists.
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Mi c ro twi t c h #4 Ke n

I always enjoy the Monthly Funnies, but I also enjoy your writing. I hope 
to see more of it in the future (and writing gets more comments).

Alegra 41-2 Tracie

Universities consistently pay below minimum tvage, I think, being cleverly ex
empted from such bothersome laws; they don't engage in interstate commerce, 
or somesuch thing. Anyway, students ard niggers, and you don't have to pay 
niggers a decent wage.

Chrome #1 Chris and Jim •

Hqw evial to inflict a fanzine on unsuspecting students at SLUH. You might 
be addicting them Really, it's the most enjoyable thing I've seen out of a 
school group.

Id#3 Jim

Id is improving all the time. I wouldn't pay any attention to those people 
who say St. Louis fanzines are all alike. ~hey may all be good, but they're 
all very different.

Your repro was very good this time, and I really enjoyed the silkscreened 
pages, iiaybe we should acquire a silkscreen, but I think Chris and Hank actu
ally prefer seeing what they can do with mimeo color.

The best items in the zine were the columns. I enjoyed Shumacher's the most, 
I think, possibly because it was the longest. ^'here are basically only two 
ways you can look at the scene anywhere; either 'God's in the heaven and all 
is right in the world' as far as 'I'm' concerned and 'I' really don't care 
about anybody else, or people hre in a bad, way; they're starving while others 
spend their lives going on and off diets; they're killing and being killed; 
they're being persecuted and are persecuting others; and the world is gener
ally a bad place for everybody, including me, right now. I think a lot of 
people just don't see the things that are wrong with the world, and if they 
are made to notice them, then they're likely to think that the cure for them 
is to get rid of the people who brought them to their notice.

I still don't hhink it's fair that you got so good so fast. It all comes from 
ggod example, I'm sure. I certainly wouldn't want to compare Quark 3 or 
Starling 3 with this issue of Id. New fans now are just too precocious ( but 
I suppose we could have been accused ©f the same thing, because we didn't 
start out on hecto).

Ab diel #16 Hank

Yes, well ± never have anything to comment on because I've already discussed 
any important stuff in here with you, but so long '.ago that I forgot what I 
said.

DPT #3 Jim

Perhaps drugs will disappear with a spaceward expansion, but I doubt it. Drugr- 
hav® been used for ages in many cultures by 'medicine men' and artists (which 



everyone thinks he is in our culture). It is quite possible that there will be 
more concentration on turning outward than there is now, setting the ciowd- 
followers off in another direction, but there will still be drug users.

I would like to see everybody do something special for the 20th mailing. I 
still think a "Best of APA-^5" should be dore at a later date, but yours is a 
good idea. How about it gang? Do something special for the next mailing.

I've been told that the peace sign was originated by the 'Ban the Bomfe' people, 
and it it really two cleverly disguised B's.

Love /"7 Fred

I have often thought that a Communist 'takeover' of the world would probably 
be the shortest way to develop world government, but now I rather doubt it. 
Look how much quarrelling the Communists do among themselves. I really doubt

■chat we'll get world govdrhment until we either 
colonize other worlds, to give us some sense of 
perspective, or at least the feeling that 'we 

have more in common with each other than we do 
with them(off-worlders)' or 'Earth for Earth-

Leopard Lime is beautiful.
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Pip,
'ransplant Gray 

I would like to 
APA-'r5 from the 
the interesting

see more stuff like this in 
overseas members', telling us 
events in their lives (which

will likely be doubly interesting to *foreign
ers ') and about their local branches of fandom.

I'm glad you reacted the way you did to Ted Jhitei 
criticisms. He probably would be happy to hear 
that. I really think what Ted, and a number of 
U@ fans, are upset about, is a seeming decline 
of fandom in Britain, with a number of old fans

L ,k ,

leaving and the new fans which replace them seem 
not to know 'what has gone before'. In a recent 
fansine, Ethel Lindaay said she felt terribly out of 
Lace and even snubbed at Bristolcon by the young fen 
and this is an impression many American fans hare of you. 
I think that your idea to bridge the gap in British fandom 
is admirable, and someone shouSld do it. I don't know if you 
can succeed at it, but I certainly hope you try.

Lostwithiel Checkpoint Peter

This looks like a good idea. I hope future issues have more 
and better reviews though. In-depth reviewing is seldom 
done in fandom. However:?. your review could be better 
I1 or example, a good many of the reviews sounded al
most snide (perhaps the wrong word, at least un- < 
friendly), until the very end where the reviewer de
cided maybe the zine wasn't so bad afferall and perhaps the 
header should get it after all.
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Rt, 3, Box 80 
Savannah, Mo. 
64485

I’ve just finished lis
tening to the Beatles f 
new album, and I sup
pose I should listen 
to it many more times 

before commenting on it; but I enjoyed 
the review of it very much and have 
some reactions to what you said, 
"Honey Pie " seemed to me to be a paro
dy on the whole genre of the 20’s mu
sic that has been brought back period
ically. Remember when "Winchester Ca
thedral" was a big hit? I thought 
this was what the Beatles were aiming 
at. "Rocky Raccoon" seemed to me to 
be a Dylan parody right away, and when 
I heard the harmonica in the background 
I was even more positive. And "Why 
Don’t We Do It in the Road" seems to 
me to be the most obvious one of all? 
Ray Charles. The album is also filled 
with references to past Beatles’ songs: 
"Well, I told you about strawberry 
fields," is one I remember, and there 
are others. The glas.s onion could be 
looked at as the opposite of rose-col™ 
ored glasses, and as a direct reply to 
the strawberry field(s) theory, Did 
you see the photograph in Life they 
used to illustrate the lyrics of 
’’Strawberry Fields"? Two innocent 
little children. The glass onion 
would seem to me to be directly oppo
site to this. Agreed there are some 
good lyrics on the record. Personally 
I thought this stanza was the best of 
all: "Her name was Magill and she 
called herself Lil/But everyone knew 
her as Nancy." Now that’s the way po
etry should be: hard-nosed, sharp, 
clear; and yet containing levels of 
meaning that reverberate. I.S., just 
think over the different connotations 
that obtain to each of our names and 
how they apply to what we like to 
think of ourselves and how others 
think of usa

Chris: Id seems to be a derivative fan
zine as far as layout and mimeography 
are concerned. It looked quite a bit 
like a Hank Luttrell fanzine. There’s 
nothing wrong with this. Badk when 
the LA people were putting out genzines 
(this was six or seven years ago) every 
issue no matter who the publisher was 
would have a Bjo cover on Tru-Ray paper



with Rex^fiotaried mimeo-tint inside. And the New York fanzines today look 
alike. The same thing applies to St. Louis. 'It’s nothing to worry about. 
//St. Louis fanzines do look a good bit alike,, but Id, since the first issue, 
has changed from a-lay-out like Hank’s to a more simple and clean-looking 
geometric layout. Jim is trying to achieve his own distinctive look, and I 
feel he is making more progress than he was given credit for. CO//

Harry Harner 
423 Summit Ave, 
Hagerstown, Md. 
21740

Hank Luttrell’s Through Hard Rock lith Gun & Camera should 
prove interesting to me over and beyopd the information that 
I gained from reading it this first time. Like Bob Silver
berg, I am intrigued by some of these groups, and have just 
discovered that the local library has a fair assortment of

Ip’s by the Jefferson Airplane, Beatles, and various friends. I don't think 
I’ll take out the Beatles’ albums, because I can't get enthusiastic about 
them. But I do plan to make a real effort to solidify and analyze my likes 
and dislikes in the field by borrowing some other records, putting them on 
tape for protectionin case I get busy all of a sudden, and then perhaps I shall 
become the only person my age in Hagerstown who can speak specifically about 
this and that aspect of this music. Meanwhile, until I get around to that 
procedure, I must remain more or less silent about the music material in 
Quark. //I think you'll find rock worth your time. If you want to look for 
some more guidance and background on rock, there are a number of paperbacks 
of varying quality around. Any one with a fair amount of text might be help
ful. CC//

Non Sequitur might have been written about many things other than- two kinds 
of demonstrations on campus. Right here in Hagerstown, for example, we have 
a monster Hallowe'en parade each year, reputedly the biggest in the last on 
that holiday. Inveitably a few people get picked up before the night is over 
for too much drinking or disorderly conduct, for any big parade causes some 
spectators to overdo a trifle. Nobody even bothers to oouunt the total number 
of police cases associated somehow with the parade. But a few rocks were 
thrown when ,'allace spoke in Hagerstown and some television sets got busted 
at the state reformatory one afternoon when some inmates got even with a 
couple of hated guards, and in each case the episodes became tremendous news 
events, subjects for public discussion for weeks to follow. I thihk that the 
key might be predictability. The publicuand police will put up with almost 
anything if they've had experience vzith exactly the same sort of misbehavior 
under similar circumstances. But the comparatively new kinds of unusual 
behavior by crowds or organized groups worry the police and frighten the public 
because those groups don't know how far the trouble is going to go or where 
it might lead. Just imagine that the law of averages broke down temporarily 
and a million people eroded their way into Times Square just before midnight 
some June 7 or September 13. God only knows what would happen because of 
panic among the law enforcement authorities, who don't even work up a head
ache over the very same masses in the same place on December 31. //Predicta
bility is part of it, but if the police don't like your politics, they tend 
to ’overreact'.//

Jim Reuss' column should et reprinted a few years from now in some mass cir
culation fanzine. It will probably seem then as the perfect example of the 
spirit when St. Louis fandom was in its finest flower, besides being an excel
lent and funny article in its own right. It's strange about silkscreen in 
fandom. Very few fanzines have used it in the past couple of decades, and 
yet it was creating fanzine covers in the long-ago era before fane had even 
done much experimetrhing vzith multi-color mimeograph artwork. New York fans, 
were working with silkscreens when I got into fandom, at the end of the 1930’s. 
They apparently had two different techniques, because the Futurians' silkscreer 



covers on The Phantagraph and various 4-2 
other fanzines’ didn't look like the silk« 
screen art that appeared on New Fandom's 
fanzine and a few other ifeEBis published 
by the lioskowitz-Taurasi-Sykora group.
My ignorance about the mechanics of fan art 
is such that I'm not even sure if the Jack 
Uiedenbeck technique vyas silkscreen. He 
created magnificent covers for Battle
Creek fanzines is the 1940's by means of an 
airbrush, various colored sprays, and sten
cils.

It takes me a long time to remove from jsy 
immediate attention the fact that I'm 
talking with A Girl or A Homan. Iiy old- 
fashionedness in this regard seems to come 
from a variety of causes. iy small town 
upbringing, where walking one block in 
broad daylight with a female can cause a ■ 
man to become the subject of gossip. Mil
lions of encounters in my life with the 
women-are-property attitude prevalent in 
the bulk of the population, making me a
ware that I could cause the female or her 
husband or her boy friend to suspect that 
I had larcenous intent behind innocous 
converstion. Knowledge that’ja lot of fe
males are more apt to be shocked at plain 
language or ention of certain topics 
which would be quite harmless if I were 
talking with a man. Trying to remember 
that there are genuine basic differences 
between man and woman in areas of interests 
and sympathies, causing me to try to talk 
in a way that won't bore the female. Var
ious other matters. Females in fandom are 
sensible and liberated enough to make these 
problems trivial or non-existent, but 
during the first few hours d>n the company 
of fans, I'm still quite conscious of the 
fact that the shes are female, even though 
I’m deliberately trying not to remember 
that they don't need the special treatment 
women require in my home town.

Of course, I know nothing about APA-45 as 
a general entity, gust a few limited mani
festations of it in the APA-45 fanzines 
that reach me. But I'm glad to see that 
nobody seems to want to make it an extremely 
large organization. The era of the large 
apa seems to have definitely ended, with 
the serious decline in quality of FAPA, the 
catatonic condition of OMPA, and the cor
responding success of your group and other 
limited ones like CAPA and Apa L. SAPS 
seems to be the only large ajay group that 



has come through this time of troubles in good condition-.,

I have the strangest suspicion that legalized hunting is the only thing that 
prevents lots and lots of men from running amok. It’s wrong to generalize, 
of course, But I knot; a lot of men who yell and stamp their feet and turn red 
in the face when they start talking about communists or mothers-in-law or dir
ty politicians, and then go out and shoot some squirrels and behave quite no?:'- 
mally again for a few months. I can't even force myself to go fishing because 
I don't like to see anything die at my hands, but I'm not opposed to vivisec
tion when practised for real scientific purposes and maybe I should condone 
the death of fish and animals on the the theory that their lives are less im
portant than the lives that might be lost without this form of release for 
a lot of trigger-happy conservatives. //Of course I realize that hunting 
cannot be done away with; it is needed to try to rebalance some of the masses 
man has made of ecology, and in any case, hunters wouldn't stand for it. But 
I like to think that a growth of civilization will lead to other ways of re
leasing tension than killing, and I think an effort should be made to teach 
children this and not to glorify hunting in the manner it has been, CC//

Robert Schoenfeld 
9516 Ilinerva 
St.Louis, Iio.
63114

I think this thing that Hank has attempted is, at first a 
Good Thing, but he runs the problem of controversy overs 
some of his selections of albums representing each group. 
The responsibility isn't worth the final result and while
it can serve as an introduction to some groups, it really 

doesn't get down to the nitty gritty of the quality rock. I hope that's clear, 
but let me say that a better idea would have been to take Albums representative 
of different offshoots of the rock idiom and compile a listing that would mhfee 
an excellent beginner's collection. For example, if I were going to tell some
one tow to start a collection of rock/popular music, I would probably advise 
him to buy things like: '

Pepper & magical Lystery Tour by the Beatles 
Buttons, Flowers and Beggar's Banquet by the Stones 
Surrealistic Pillow and Barters ' by the Airplane 
Disraeli Gears and .'heels of Fire by Cream 
Donovan's Concert and Greatest Hits albums 
Days of Future Passed by the lioody Blues 
United States of America or Switched on Bach 
I'amas & Papas Deliver by Hamas & Papas 
Absolutely Free by the Mothers

The Doors and Strange 
Days by the Doors 
Buffalo Springfield Aga•.n 
by Buffalo Springfield ’' 
Byrds Greatest. Hits album 
Fixin' to Die by the Fish 
Electric Ladyland by Hen
drix
First Velvet Undergr. und

That, I would say, represents the best of the different off-shoot areas of 
the field. You've got acid and just plain hard and good-time stu f and folkish 
x would also probably add Dimon & Garfunkel's Parsihey, Sage, Rosem ry Thyme 
album, and, of course, Dylan's best albums (regardless of whether they are 
really honest to gosh rock) and possibly the first Greatest Hits of the Lovin) 
Cpoonful. Also Triangle by the Beau Brumriels. From this point, though, the 
listener would be able to decide just what directions appeal personally to him, 
As you probably know, I've always placed heavey emphasis on lyrics (out of folk 
into Simon and Garfunkel and finally rock my growth). Thus I guess I've 
kind of de-emphasized things like heavy blues which Hank is more into than I,

I've also shifted emphasis in some groups to different albums. For example, 
Buffalo Springfield Again is that group's finest album (a real, masterpiece).

A' &ad aspect of Lesleigh's natterings is her un-an.iounced shift into a movie 
review. There I was hearing about the Doors and suddenly she's talking about 
Parbarella» Lesleigh that's a no-no, and you should know better. I didn't 
enjoy Daubarella^a'-hit JEhe" acting was abominable (what there was of it) and one



symbolism just didn't quit, 
planes that you almost have 
It wouldri't surprise me if 
several imitations.

tires rather.quick
ly of Jane Fonda's 
two facial emo
tions, even if she 
is sexy as hell. 
The depth of the 
"cause" for which 
Barbarella was sup
posedly fighting 
is lost in the mire 
of absurd encoun
ters. The whole 
thing was just a 
little too hookey 
and the scenery 
just a little too 
plastic and unreal.

Yellow Submarine is, 
on the other hand, 
perhaps marked by 
genius; though not 
that the Beatles 
who, I suspect, had 
little really to do 
with it. The puns 
came so fast I 
could barely keep 
up, and the visual

The whole thing attacks the viewers on so many 
to see it three times to fully appreciate it. 
here was a follow-up to this film, as well as

St. Louis’s rock scene is interesting only for its god-awful slowness to 
accept change and new things. As I said jokingly, but half-truthfully, in a 
recent ish of Rowrbazzle!, St. Louis just gets beatniks and Time liagazine 
tells us hippies are all the rage. While it's not all that bad, it seems to 
hold that we catch the music on the tail-end. As I think I mentioned to
Hank, we should have had two concerts, at least, by groups like the Airplane 
and Doors a long time ago. I think, as I explained just recently in a convex 
sation with KSHE's Jack Davis, -that what impresses me most about ot. Louis 
*now‘“ is that suddenly groups are appe 
are not all good groups by any stretch 
groups from out of town is staggering, 
will see the appearance of more groups 
gether. That is a good sign. It will 
on their first tour itinary whereas Ch 
before.

ring here with great frequency. They 
of the imagination, but the volume-of

I suspect that 1968-69 collectively 
here than all previous years added to- 
encourage new groups to put St. Louis 
cago was as close as m st ever came

~ could tell Reuss some interesting things about silk-screen color since that, 
supposedly, is how I -ake my spending cash. For example, four-color bill
boards are printed with exactly the same kind of press that Reuss has except 
on a larger sdale. lais surprised me. hen I xirst began working for Jilk- 
ocreeri Products, I was expecting some huge complex piece of machingry. Instead, 
you get this hand-fed, harid—operated thing that, .works like printing presses 
ox. old. it's almost amazing that they produce some of the things they do with 
^uch seemingly crude methods, yet I havo seen .some bomM fnl. v/wih done wi rh tji;.
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Eis problem is the time involved in drying the pieces he prints. Since he 
obviously hasn't the use of the kind of dryer or racks that are used by pro
fessional s-s printers, I would simply reconwerfl he try to secure some kind of 
beat lamp and build himself the rteans for drying his sheets. If his imnk is 
properly prepardd^. the sheets won't take more than a minute to dry.

Concerning Hank's reyiew of the Beatle's album I would only say that he should
n't take critics too seriously. It is, as I have 3)ohg said, far easier to 
find fault in something than to find good. He is simply t<£O damn defensive. 
If he likes the album what else possibly matters? If he feels that he should 
intellectually agree with the critics, than he'll wind up finding some fchher 
rationale for his actions. I'm sure that even the most serious rock-critics 
have that one album that may not be art but it is one of their favorites. 
It's all a matter of the idiosyncricies of taste. I've been told the Beatles 
album is the The Finest Piede of Popular iiusic Ever Set Down on Acetate ... 
and I have been told it stinks. I think one has to take the same view as th 
Beatles themselves do; that it is all a put-on and a lot of fun. Don't take 
it so damn seriously folks. // I wrote half if that review, though the par
ticular memark ^o;.i were referring to was Hank's, I rather agree with him.
I don't really care what most rock critics think, but everytime the BeatleSs 
come out with &h album, there is bourid to be h lot of comments that it is not 
as good as their last (or as Sgt. Pepper), and it usually is very good. I just 
don't think that attitude is quite fair. LliC//

The thing TOO DAHN HANY of the sf fans who knock Vaughn Bodes cattoons forget 
is that he did not go pounding on Galaxy's door, begging for work. Someone 
there saw The Man and they came pounding at his door. Vaughn never claimed 
to be an illustrator and if you call him that you won't endear yourself to 
him. He is a cartoonist like Ken Fletcher is a cartoonist, and , like Ken, 
Vaughn's strength lies in his ability to enchant rind weave the leader into a 
new world. Vaughn&s work is marked by the same kind of almost child-like 
innocence that marks the illustrators of children's books and it is a quality 
I hope he never loses.

Bob Tucker Reading Quark gives me the dismal feeling that I am incred
Box." 506 ibly square^ and there is no hope for me in thh jazzed-up //
Hdyworth, Ill. rocked-up?// modern world. I think you're trying to tell me
61745 I'm a member of the Establishment. I recognized: no more than

half a dozen names among the hundreds and thousands of rock 
and blues artists scattered everywhere in the issue, even though I was first 
on my block to hold my nose at the sight of Elvis Presley. // It is very dif
ficult 66r fans of the art to keep up with every new performer or group. If 
you don't read Rolling Stone, aid go th the record store every wecjek, it is wry 
easy to get out of it. B ut the really good people stay around long enough 
for one to get to know them. LHC//

Further, I work for a Giant University which is as square as I am, if not more 
so. Their tastes in stage music runs to the Lettermen, Andy Williams, Roger 
Williams, this or that symphony orchestra, arid the like. Nov; and then they 
will make a daring experiment and book something like the Electric Circus, 
but students reaction $or rather lakk of any action) sends them scurrying back 
to the safe side of the street. Ahd the students get all this sfuff for free 
too. The Electric Circus was our most resounding flop: ir pulled an audi
ence of about 500, and one or two hundred of them walked out at intermission. 
At the other extreme, Zxndy Williams brought in about 7000, arid a road versin ', 
of "Helld Dolly!" did about 9000, so these young leaders of tomonrow are a
bout as square as I am, I guess. //The University of Missouri, where I go,



had an Andy ..’illiams concert this year which drew a huge crowd, too. I heard 
about it the next day. She kids at first said how nice it had been, and then 
later admitted that they had gotten bored after a while. One reason the U 
gets 'sguare' concerts is that they are generally cheaper than well-known 
rock groups. And I'd like to see any U group try and have a dance for the 
students without a rock group. LUC// .

Jerry Lapidus The front cover of Quark 9 looks like an extrapolation from 
54 Clearview Dr.a few scenes of Yellow Submarine. Tune?
Pittsford, NY
14534 Hank's thing is quite well done and in general I agree with

him. Ilaybe I can add . a few possibilities here and there.1.

By.ndw you know that Joplin has left the band. In a few concert reviews I've 
seen (one in the Nev; Yorker, I remember) the new band is discussed as a 
competent back-up group, one selected to play behind Janis—but to let her 
do her thing without interfenance." //It seems the Holding Company broke 
up completely after Joplin left. ;.'e saw Country Joe and the Fish last night, 
and their drummer andrfiythm guitarist were from Big Brother. Actually, they 
were better with Joe than they had been with Janis. LI1C//

A number of people (notably Al Snider) have raved about the Iron Butterfly's 
liveshows in recent DGlt correspondence. Light be worth seeing live, if 
nothing else. ?? I saw them here, and while they were a big hit With the 
St. Louis audience, I wasn't greatly impressed. As a back-up group, they 
were.all right, but they are much more popular here than their talent war-u 

rants. CC//

One final note here: Leonard Cohen has a second album out at last, Songs 
fjkiT. a Boom, Cohen is the author of Suzanne and other on Judy Collins ' 
-Ibum, and once you get usdd to his voice (sort of culture Dylan), his 
recordings become quite fascinating.

-Lt seems as if I go through a strange progression when I buy an album, espec
ially one in which I'm not famiibihr with the group or with most of the material. 
The first few times I play it, I usually don't like it at all, except perhaps 
for pnfe or two particular melodies I pick up. I begin to like it about the 
fourth or fifth playing, and then I'll play it very often, once or twice a 
day if possible. This goes on for a few weeks, until I know the album very 
well; then, depending on the particular album, I make an unooncious decision 
whether I actually LIKE it. If so, I'll continur playing it regualrly;iff 
not enen though I may enjoy listening to it, that particular record will be 
played only occasionally. Very stangg, no? //No, I go 
through something very similar. There are only a very 
fevz albums I like on first hearing, and none I really 
appreciate fully. I decide only after Rearing an al
bum a great number of times if I really like ft, and 
I am still finding new and surprising things in rec
ords I have had for several years . LUC//

I rather agree with you regarding genzine vs. apazine 
(best work-:-personal vidw), but I think youfre basing 
your ideas too much on APA—45. This is a rather uh- 
usual apa, rather like the Cult, in that everybody 
has some familiarity with everybody else, and usual y 
knows what the others can and will do. Larger apas, I 
j.eel, don't really have this knowledge, and the result



is often a bunch of se^II genzines. I feel, as I think you do, that tnis know
ledge of the others is one of the advantages an apz gives over genzinn pub
lishing. It's something you can usually get only in a small, friendly club, 
something unusual in a correspondence organization.

Looking through back issues: Arnie Katz in Algol 12 -- "APA-45 is an apa ' • 
that exists for Nothing other than to shield sensitive little minds from ob
jective criticism." hissed the point completely. //You didn't put these two 
comments together, but I think they are related. It is probably true that 
since the people in the apa know each other pretty well, they aren't as crit
ical of each other. For one thing, we understand each other better; like I 
may know why someone in the apa writes the kind of poetry they do, but I don's 
know why Fan X does. But we do criticize each other. However, I think criti
cism from friends is often more effective than that from other sources. LHC//

I

Bode should definitely be nominated for the fan Hligo, but I don't think I'd 
want him to win. I really f_el that the fan artist nod should go to an artist, 
someone who has demonstrated ability as all different types of illustrations, 
rather than one who's done ONLY cartoon vzork -- like Berry, Rostler, or of 
course Bod^. Bode's work this year has been so original and so outstanding 
that I wouldn't really mind seeing him win, although my personal choice is 
Hike Gilbert. I'd also like to see Tim Kirk nominated.

If one is familiar with the professional vzork of a pro (partichiarly a good 
one, like Gaughan on Harlan or Ted White), it's almost impossible to forget 
this completely when it comew to fan awards. /'/It's almost impossible to 
forget the vzork the nominees have done in other years, particularly the one 
in vzhich the voting is, aznd just consider the year they are nomiinated for. 
Surely you wouldn't want to limit nominees to people who written .only as 
an amateur, only in the year in question? LHC//

You make a comment about art coming opt poorly in xerox. This used to be the 
case, but with the new 3600 and 2400 copiers, this just isn't true (if the 
person running the machine knows what he'd doing). As an example -- dig cut 
your copy of The Legal Rules. All xerox , including the cover (lettering in 
magic marker, illo in black ink). I doubt whether either ditto or mimeo can 
reproduce illos this good. If you can afford it (or better, have friends who 
can do it for nothing) I don't think you can beat xerox for illo reproduction 
And with the newer machines, you are not even limited to one side of the paper- 
//But can you do color in xerox? LriC / /

I still think quark lacks art, although this issue is better than last. I 
think the problem isn't quite as bad as you imply; true, many artists do pub
lish, but many of these will contribute if you ask. And a lot of the local
publisher artists WILL do vzork <66r other people -- it's just that they don't 
really get asked to do so. With your quality publications-,’. I really few<b 
you could convince more artists to contribute goodies. //I try to put an illo 
or lettering every fetoher $age if it vzorkd out that way. However, I never put 
illustrations in my con reports, vzhich is perhaps one thing you were objecting, 
to. I just feel that sometimes art can distract fhe reader, as much as add 
to the fanzine.. And vze don’t get as much good arte-.as vze vlould like. However, 
I think the return of cartoonists to fandom is beginning to rectify the situ
ation. When vze get cartoons, vze are liable to get several, even tens of them, 
from the same artist at the same time, because tljey are not difficult to do 
when one is in the right mood. Cartoons are easy to reproduce, generally, 
and anyway, I like them. LIIC//
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Buck Coulson Comments on Quark 9. (A whole fanzine full of rock mu-
Route 3 sic? How can I comment on that. Ah well, there are a
Hartford City, Ind. a few items about things I know something about.) 
47348

I wouldn't switch sides if the gun registration were 
called a "gun tax". For ond thing, the name is not the object, and changing 
the name doesn't change the legislation. For another, I now pay two taxes 
on my income (state and fedenil), two on my car (licensing and property), 
-C on the dollar on everything I buy, plus of course one hell of a lot more 
than that on some things auch as gasoline, and of course, the "hidden" taxes 
tuat the manufacturers pay and pass along to their customers. Thank god 
; have never been a smoker or much of a drinker. And you suggest adding a 
gun tax. Thanks a lot fella. (How about a gun license, like a drivers li
cense, which would be required to own a gun. Perhpps non-shooting licenses 
for people who clllected them, and shooting licenses, given after passing a 
test, to.hunters, etc.)

I suppose if Dena Benatan feels th. t letting animals starve to death or be 
eaten by other animals is more "natural" she has a right to the opinion, but 
I figure man is as much of an animal, and has as much right to eat meat, as 
any other predator. At least, a rabbit shot by a hunter is dead before it 
is eaten; one caught by a fox or an owl isn't always. (Or possibly her at-tit— 
tude toward killing animals is the same as that of the Puritans toward sex; 
it's all right as long as nobody enjoys it. See why historians don't think 
humanity has changed much? The same attitudes keep cropping up, over and 
over.) I/I don't think Dena meant quite that. I ddn't see what pleasure 
you can get out of taking the life of an animal, which you don't need, while 
the fox or owl or whatever does -- and if it starves or dies of disease, its 
body returns to the environment which it doesnt if you eat it -- d>t goes . to 
pollute some poor riveb. .But you know that as well as I do. Buck, I get 
the feeling you are just trying to be the grouchy cynic -- unless you're a 
hunter. CC//

Bob -Silverberg I'm puzzled. I send you a letter explaining that pros
5020 Goodridge Ave. are Just Folks and that this particular pro is still a
New York, NY sort of fan and likes to get fanzines. So you print it,
10471 but you corflu my address as though you think it's nec

essary to preserve my privacy from .again&t the hordes 
of fans who might otherwise choke my mailbox with their publications. I dont 
get it. Ily address isn't Classified Info; how will people send me things if 
you keep it suppressed? //Sorry aboyt that, but there have been people°who 
published pro's addresses and the pro in question was later sorry. But if 
you really want to get fanzines ...// 

lie Also Heard From: Don Blyly, who asks what exactly is necessary to get 
Quark, and what we consider a show of interest. 'Jell, it is generally a re
quest. Anybody we know is a fan, and whom we don't dislike a great deal, 
will get one issue on a request with nb question. People we have heard of 
might not get one if we are running low, but they usually do. However, people 
who .address their requests to Hr. Lesleigh Couch seldom get one. I'm afraid 
our criterion might have to get stricter if hordes of requests coipe in because 
of our mention in Amazing. LllC// , Dale Diilucci and Ed Reed..

That's all folks, until next issue, which will probably pass the 60 page limit 
as it is to special, that this issun miraculnuely fell beneath. Keep those 
cards and 'letters coming.








